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PRESIDENT‘S MESSAGE
The foundation which kept me grounded
Brian R. Usher, PWLF
APWA President

Editor’s Note: As has become tradition, each new APWA President is interviewed
by the APWA Reporter at the beginning of each presidential term. In this manner,
presidential plans are laid out, hopes revealed and observations noted.
First, some background on President Brian R. Usher, PWLF, Director of Public
Works for the City of Largo, Florida. Usher has been actively involved in all facets
of public works for more than 38 years, beginning his career as a water division
laborer, and through his demonstrated abilities rose through the ranks into leadership
and management positions. As Director of Public Works for the City of Largo, he is
responsible for the management of the five operating divisions within the Department
of Public Works: Street & Drainage Maintenance, Facilities Management, Solid
Waste, Fleet Management, and Administration. Together these activities account for
services on more than 250 miles of street, over 40 public structures, and over 500 Cityowned vehicles (including police and fire apparatus). Additionally, the Public Works
Department is responsible for the repair and maintenance of 34 facilities with a total
area just over 500,000 square feet.
Prior to his tenure with the City of Largo, Usher served as Director of Public Works
& Engineering for the City of Zion, Illinois, where he was responsible for the full
spectrum of public works services including streets, water distribution, wastewater
collection, forestry, stormwater management system, fleet services, municipal
engineering, and as a member of the City’s Pre-Development Team.
Usher has been an active 33-year member of APWA, serving in numerous leadership
roles at both the local and national levels. He served in all five officer positions with
the Chicago Metro Chapter, served as the chapter’s Membership Chair and Education
Chair for two years, and served on the APWA Congress Host Committee for the 1994
Chicago Congress. He served on the national Emergency Management Committee for
six years and chaired the committee in 2003-04. He also chaired APWA’s Homeland
Security Task Force and the Engineering and Technology Committee, and served as a
member of APWA’s Finance Committee. For the National Board of Directors he served
as the Director-at-Large, Fleet & Facilities Management, as well as APWA PresidentElect for the past year. Usher was named APWA’s Professional Manager of the Year in
the Emergency Management category in 2010 and was named one of APWA’s Top Ten
Public Works Leaders of the Year in 2005.
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ow did you get into public
works? Like so many, I ended
up in public works by accident,
literally. I began working for our Park
District at the age of 14, back when
you could do that. I spent an entire
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summer building a full playground
by hand, including excavating the
area, installing timber borders, wheel
barrowing four semi-trucks full of
sand for the surface into the enclosure
and assembling the play structures.
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Address Change?
To alert us of a change to your membership record,
contact an APWA Membership Specialist at (800) 848APWA or membership@apwa.net.
The APWA Reporter is printed by Royle Printing, Sun
Prairie, Wisconsin.

I worked there five years, doing
everything from mowing the sports
fields, to managing the mechanical
systems at the community pool.
While in college I began working
part-time with our Public Works
Department, cutting grass in the
summer and plowing snow in the
winter. The Itasca Public Works
Department consisted of five fulltime employees, and myself during
summers. Being a small department, I
was exposed to many new skills, while
only seasonal, filling in when someone
was on vacation or sick. I learned to
repair water mains, fire hydrants, use
a backhoe, and drive dump trucks.
I left college after my junior year to
make money to restock my college
fund. This brought me back to the
public works realm either full-time or
part-time for two years, when I was
hired on full-time. I really wanted to
be a police officer or firefighter, but

yet so much has stayed the same. An
obvious change is in the realm of
technology. When I started, we used
manual typewriters, carbon paper, and
thermopaper copy machines. After
four months the copies were all black,
and you couldn’t read them. I was
given a pager that vibrated when it was
called. But you didn’t know who called,
so you always had to have a pocket full
of quarters to call in with—back then
there were pay phones on almost every
corner.

while I was searching for that spot, my
PW work paid the bills. I joined our
volunteer fire department in 1976,
and became an EMT-A in 1977, while
still working for the Village. In July of
1979, during a training exercise where
a house was burned down, a heating
fuel oil tank exploded, which changed
not only my physical appearance
but also my career choices. While
undergoing physical rehabilitation
from the burns treatment, the Village
transferred me to work in City Hall
to help with administrative duties.
Apparently I did a good job as I kept
getting more assignments, and finally
was made Assistant to our Public Works
Superintendent, beginning my odyssey
in public works management and
administration.

The heavy equipment we use has far
more technology than they used to,
and that means both easier diagnostics,
and sometimes more complicated
diagnostics, depending on what is
broken. We were talking the other day
about how exciting it was in the early
1990s when our mechanics finally got
a high-technology engine diagnostic
machine, which was the size of a small
garden shed. It would not only time a

What are some of the changes
that you have seen in public
works? That’s an interesting
question. So much has changed, and
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vehicle’s ignition system, but also look
at the spark plug firing pattern. Today
you can do all that and so much more
on a tablet computer. Traffic signals are
timed by computer predictive software;
we manage our assets with computerbased inventories instead of file cards.
But we still have the most amazing
employees who work hard every day in
trucks and on equipment, with shovels
and picks, to get the job done. That has
not changed, and hopefully never will.
What do you see as the critical
issues today for public
works professionals? What
improvements do you think
should be made? Today we continue
to face a funding and infrastructure
crisis. While there are some funding
initiatives for big, flashy projects
that the politicians can have ribbon
cuttings at, the funding for routine,
boring maintenance continues to be a
struggle across North America. I read
with some frustration a few months
ago that a bridge on I-35 had collapsed
in Texas. In eight years we have seen
three major Interstate Highway bridges
fail, and yet we still can’t get Congress
to pass funding for maintaining our
federal highways. Three collapses and
they still refuse to pay attention. They
still think we can survive on the same
funding mechanisms from decades
ago, even as costs have increased and
cars have become more efficient. I
struggle to understand the logic.
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children of whom I am very proud.
My daughter is a mother now, blessing
my wife and I with four wonderful
grandchildren. My son lives near us
in Florida and serves the residents
of Largo as a Telecommunicator,
having won the Police Department’s
Lifesaving Medal for actions he
performed talking to a person intent
on harming himself. And I am proud of
my relationship with my amazing wife,
Teri. Together over the past 12 years
we have accomplished so very much
together. I am truly blessed to have her
in my life. Thank you very much, Teri.

What are some of your major
accomplishments? Kevin, there are
so many accomplishments in so many
ways, it’s hard to define or explain
them all. In each community I have
served, I have been blessed to have
the ability to not only leave behind
an improved infrastructure, but I
hope I also have left behind a better
management philosophy and outlook.
From a picturesque park to an awardwinning senior center, an industrial
park to a bicycle safety “Tiny Town,”
there have been so many projects
which are serving my former residents
today. Even those projects many
consider mundane have meaning for
those impacted when sidewalks are
replaced or when streets are repaved.

What will be your priorities as
APWA President? As President I view
my priority as continuing to lead the
organization forward in accordance
with the Strategic Plan. I will continue
to emphasize the importance of
asset management and funding
for infrastructure repair in order to
improve the current negative impacts
to our national economy and way of
life. I believe strongly in the benefit of
our Emerging Leaders Academy and
our Young Professionals Program. It
is our responsibility to ensure that
those people entering our field have
the tools and opportunities to learn
and grow through their interaction
with APWA, just as I and those of
my generation had during the 1970s
and ’80s. Seeing so many younger
professionals as I have visited chapters
across this country has been so
rewarding and encouraging. In many
ways they remind me of me, and the
many other APWA leaders who entered
this association in the same general
time I did. Today, so many of us have
completed our 30 years of membership,
been chapter leaders, been on
Technical Committees, and served on
the APWA National Board. It is now our
job to ensure that this next generation
is as prepared as we can make it, for the
challenges they will face in the coming
years. I will also continue to advocate

One accomplishment I am very proud
of is the strong staff I have left in each
of my communities. The City of Largo
is the fifth community I have served.
In three of the previous four, my role
was filled by someone I had the honor
of having promoted, trained and
mentored.

On the state, provincial and local
levels, we face the same problems
in this post-recession period, with
funding beginning to emerge, yet as
I have talked with folks across the
continent I hear the same comments:
we can’t fix our roads, water mains, or
other underground systems as fast as
we need to, and our older buildings
are inefficient and we can’t get
money to renovate them. In so many
4

communities you find a dependence
on century-old infrastructure which
only had projected life spans of fifty
years when they were installed. We
are extending and stretching our
infrastructure far beyond not just
design, but practical limits. Unless we
can begin to make appropriate inroads
with our elected officials, those in our
jobs in twenty or thirty years will be
facing a dismal experience as these
obsolete systems begin wholesale
failure. Can we really expect 100-yearold water and sewer pipes to last
200 years?

Lastly I am very proud of personal
accomplishments I have had along
the way. I am a proud Eagle Scout, and
have more than 25 years as a Scouting
Leader in the Cub, Boy and Explorer
Scout programs. I raised two amazing
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for the APWA Accreditation Program.
The benefits to agencies are so many
and so very positive. I am so pleased
that we have reached the 100th Agency
mark, and hope to see that grow so
much faster in the next few years.
You’ve been very active in
APWA over the years at both the
national and chapter levels. What
are some of the highlights of your
involvement with APWA? There
have been so many highlights to my
time with APWA on all levels, it is so
hard to try and identify individual
ones. My opportunity to go to China
with the APWA/People to People tour
in 2005 was an amazing learning
experience. Being recognized as the
Professional Manager of the Year for
Emergency Management in 2010 was
a surprise, and being named a Top
Ten Leader in 2005 was an honor and
privilege I still cherish. But without a
doubt, the camaraderie and fellowship
I have enjoyed with so many fellow
public works officials across the
continent over the past four decades
has meant the most. Friends made at
conferences, meetings and training
sessions which have endured for more
than thirty years are so rewarding.
There was a training in Milwaukee,
Wisconsin in the early ’80s where
four of us “young guns” took on our
elders in a number of training game
scenarios and won them all. Those
other three young leaders and I still
correspond to this day. We’ve attended
our children’s weddings, visited family
members in hospitals, and visited each
other on vacations. There are so many
members of APWA I look forward to
seeing each year at Congress (now called
PWX – this interview took place before
APWA’s annual show in Phoenix – Ed.).
We always make time to catch up and
share a laugh or two. Those are the real
highlights of one’s affiliation with any
organization.

Who have been your mentors and
who inspires you? There have been
so many people who have provided
guidance and help along the way, it’s
hard to single out. Joining APWA when
I did, I had the honor of gaining insight
from public works leaders including
Max Whitman, DPW from Winnetka,
Illinois and APWA Past President; Herb
Weeks, DPW from Mount Prospect,
Illinois; Al Sander from Arlington
Heights, Illinois; Bob Miller from
Schaumburg, Illinois and APWA Past
President; and Herb Goetsch from
Milwaukee, Wisconsin and APWA
Past President. Mr. J. Martin Olsen
from Glendale Heights gave me the
freedom to experiment and fail. Not
many folks would take that risk, but
Marty did, and I am still grateful for his
guidance. He also imparted on me the
importance of developing a good worklife balance. This was so important to
learn as a young supervisor.

premium liquid de-icers

There are so many folks from the
Chicago Metro Chapter who shared
their time, knowledge and experience
with me. I am not going to even try
to name these, as I know I will leave
someone out. I learned so much
from them over more than 30 years,
things I still utilize to this day. To the
Wisconsin Chapter who allowed me
to adopt them and participate in their
chapter activities and conferences I say
thank you. It truly was a second home
to me, and you were all so gracious
when I crossed the border. And all
those from the Florida Chapter who
have been so great in helping me learn
the ways of working in the land of
perpetual groundwater, tropical sun,
and still trying to explain how we have
potholes in Florida with no freezethaw cycle. There have been those who
have become decades-long friends
who have helped in so many ways as
I learned and grew, who shared many

Keeping you Safe from Highways to Driveways
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price to performance ratio delivering effective solutions
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of the same experiences as I did, and
who remain great friends today. Your
support and friendship have been the
foundation which kept me grounded
in the reality of what can and cannot
be accomplished. To you, I say thank
you so very much.
I am inspired by my family. My father
and mother taught me the importance
of giving to your community, and
always doing your best in what you
did. My wife inspires me to be better
each day, and to do all I can to make
a difference through my actions. My
children and grandchildren remind me
that what I do impacts the future, and
that I want to leave a world behind that
they can enjoy and prosper in as much
as I did.
What is the greatest benefit you
see in being a member of APWA?
Wow, I guess I would say, read the
responses above. You know, there is
so much you can say about APWA. I
can’t count the number of things I
have learned along my career path
through APWA. I can’t count the
number of people I have reached out to
for information or suggestions. I know
that my activity in APWA was directly
responsible for my being employed
by at least three of my employers.
During the recruitment for the City
of Largo, the recruiter told the City’s
search team that in his opinion,
my Top Ten Leader award was the
equivalent of a Master’s degree. I want
to thank the City of Largo for allowing
me to serve as President of APWA. It
is a serious time commitment, and
the City has been so supportive of
this organization. Thank you to City
Manager Norton Craig and Assistant
City Managers Mike Staffopoulos and
Henry Schubert for giving me the time
for this opportunity, and to the Largo
City Commission for their support.
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that's ready to support you any time you need them. To find your local dealer,
just click or call.
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WASHINGTON INSIGHT
Your voice matters!
Tracy Okoroike
Government Affairs Associate
American Public Works Association
Washington, D.C.

F

Washington, D.C. office is eager to
assist you in becoming a confident
and effective advocate for public
works. Through our program, APWA
Advocates, you can be more involved
and make your voice heard!

rom transportation funding
to EPA regulations, Congress
is regularly debating many
policies impacting public works. When
considering legislation, Congress takes
into account and needs to hear the
viewpoints of experts who can educate
them about the practical effects current
and pending legislation may have on
their states and districts. As public
works professionals, you know exactly
what is needed to design, build, operate
and maintain the infrastructure
essential to our nation’s economy
and way of life. Congress needs to
hear from you to ensure the decisions
they are making do not have adverse
consequences. Advocacy allows you
to share your expertise with Congress
and, in turn, influence public policy.

APWA Advocates is a U.S. grassroots
advocacy network of members formed
to promote APWA’s legislative priorities
through outreach and education. The
purpose of APWA Advocates is to give
APWA members all over the U.S. an
opportunity to positively influence
the public works community through
reaching out to lawmakers. There
are currently 1,209 APWA Advocates
residing in 357 U.S. congressional
districts. As an APWA Advocate, you
receive periodic “Calls to Action” via
e-mail in which APWA’s Government
Affairs staff members inform you
about the issue, the action needed, and
encourage you to contact your U.S.
Senators and Representatives to share
the APWA organizational stance.

Advocacy takes many forms including
voting in local, state and federal level
elections, writing and calling elected
officials, submitting testimony to
Congress, meeting with elected
officials, and joining other like-minded
individuals to rally on behalf of a
personal belief or cause. Some of these
tasks may seem daunting, but the
Government Affairs staff in APWA’s

Since its origin, APWA Advocates
have weighed in on many issues
related to public works, including the
passage of transportation funding

“Civilizations should be measured by the degree of diversity
attained and the degree of unity retained.”
– W. H. Auden (1907-1973), Anglo-American poet
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legislation, blocking burdensome
federal regulations, and the passage
of water infrastructure legislation.
More advocates are needed. If you
are not already an APWA Advocate
NOW is the time to sign up! You may
become an APWA Advocate by going
to: http://cqrcengage.com/apwa/app/
register?2&m=5015.
To be a successful APWA Advocate and
stay on top of what is happening on
Capitol Hill, subscribe to the APWA
Washington Report. You may do so
here: http://www.apwa.net/Resources/
WashingtonReport/subscribe. Also,
visit the APWA Legislative Action
Center (LAC): http://cqrcengage.com/
apwa/ to learn more about APWA’s
government affairs activities.
The APWA Government Affairs team
needs you to join in their efforts
to educate Capitol Hill about the
fundamental role that public works
plays in the lives of all our citizens.
Please sign up today!
Tracy Okoroike can be reached at (202)
218-6702 or tokoroike@apwa.net.

TRUST IS EARNED

POWER
YOUR FLEET
With a crew relying on me to get it right, staying on top of my game
matters. Because earning trust is at the core of everything I do.

ACDelco offers GM Original Equipment parts for GM
fleet vehicles and Professional premium aftermarket parts
for just about every fleet vehicle on the road today. Plus,
complimentary service training keeps your fleet running
efficiently. Just one of the many benefits ACDelco offers to
help make earning trust easy.
Contact your Regional Fleet Parts Manager or call
800.ACDelco to learn more.

©2015 General Motors. All rights reserved. The marks appearing in this ad are
the trademarks or service marks of GM, its subsidiaries, affiliates or licensors.

TECHNICAL COMMITTEE NEWS
Who can you call when help is needed?
Ben Dow
Director of Public Works
City of Fargo, North Dakota
Member, APWA Winter Maintenance Subcommittee

T

he winter of 2014/2015 was
one of the most adverse snow
seasons ever experienced across
North America. Many communities
on the east coast saw record-breaking
snow accumulations while the
majority of the Midwest faced dry
conditions with insignificant snowfall.
As we enter into the 2015/2016 winter
many are already wondering what
extreme winter weather patterns we
will experience this season!
Throughout the years, hundreds of
agencies across the country have faced
extreme winter weather that has been
anything but normal. Due to these
extreme winter events we have seen
an elevated sense of urgency placed
on the snow professionals by both the
public and elected officials. Many snow
professionals are now stressing the
need to focus on proactive vs. reactive
extreme winter weather planning.
Agencies are now taking the proactive
approach of asking the tough questions
prior to the snow season beginning.
Based on history, we have seen
conditions that range from running
out of salt due to a salt shortage to
not having enough storage capacity
to taking contracted salt quantities.
There are no set rules when it comes to
extreme weather patterns and you have
to be ready to take on Mother Nature
whenever she comes calling.
Dealing with extreme winter weather
issues on a moment’s notice is not easy,
but in most cases the need to recreate
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the wheel isn’t necessary. The APWA
Winter Maintenance Subcommittee
has dedicated volunteers that have
experience ranging from the northern
reaches of Alaska to the southern
warmth of Arizona. The subcommittee
members are the snow and ice
experts that are willing and able to
give support whenever called upon.
The members volunteer to give their
time and knowledge to not only aid
APWA but also its members. I would
encourage you to get to know your
Winter Maintenance Subcommittee
and reach out to them if you are ever in
need of assistance.
The Winter Maintenance
Subcommittee has welcomed two
new members to the team this year,
Mr. Matt Morreim from the City of
St. Paul, Minnesota, and Mr. Daniel
Schacher from the Alaska DOT. Both
Matt and Daniel are well seasoned in
the snow and ice industry and we are
thankful that they have volunteered
to be part of the team. As growth in
the subcommittee continues so does
the opportunity for new challenges
and new members. If you think that
your experience and knowledge are a
good fit for the winter maintenance
subcommittee please reach out to me
(bdow@cityoffargo.com) or Mr. Mark
DeVries (mark.devries@vaisala.com) to
discuss the possibility of membership.
As preparation is already beginning
for the 2016 North American Snow
Conference (NASC), I would like to
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take a moment and send a special
thank-you to the APWA staff, the
APWA Michigan Chapter members,
and all of the presenters/vendors who
set the bar high at this year’s 2015
North American Snow Conference
in Grand Rapids, Michigan. It’s
absolutely amazing how far the snow
professionals and the NASC have come
as attendees were able to experience
a record-setting show that contained
one of largest exhibit floors and some
of the best local, national and global
presenters. I look back and realize that
the very first Snow Conference was
initiated in 1961 following a horrific
snow event that shuttered New York
City, and now here we are preparing
for the 2016 NASC in Hartford,
Connecticut, almost 55 years later.
I truly wonder if the organizers and
attendees in 1961 would have ever
conceived that the conference would
have been as successful as it was this
year in Grand Rapids. The Winter
Maintenance Supervisor Certificate
program continues to be one of the
best of the best as we saw over 250
bright-eyed and bushy-tailed attendees
at the Sunday session in Grand Rapids.
The programing and presentation
selection is already in full swing for
next year’s NASC and if you are a true
snow professional it looks like Hartford
will be the place to be in 2016. Hope to
see you there!
Ben Dow can be reached at bdow@
cityoffargo.com.

best show in
public works!

The

MINNEAPOLIS CONVENTION CENTER
AUGUST 28-31, 2016

SAVE
The DATE!
Make plans to be in
Minneapolis in 2016!

changing
The game...
Formerly the APWA International Public Works
Congress and Exposition, PWX is a symbol of
our recognition of generational trends in the
workplace. PWX is not merely a new name
for an old program; but a revamped annual
event that will incorporate more technology
and engage all generations active in the
profession. PWX will provide a setting that
encourages cross-generational dialogue so
everyone can learn and benefit.
Brian Usher
APWA President

Become a Certified Stormwater Manager
John Dunton, PWLF
Project Manager
City of Port St. Lucie, Florida
Chair, CSM Council

C

“

With over 90

oming from the south Florida

city and county in all of the states to

area, stormwater has always

various degrees. To ensure that this

played a critical role as it relates

legislation is properly managed takes a

to water quality, public safety, and

myriad of dedicated men and women

industry. Having to design, and more

to assure that our water supply is not

importantly, maintain a stormwater

only good today but for generations

network on essentially a flat surface

to come, while at the same time

which receives an annual average

protecting the integrity of our natural

rainfall of over 50” is a significant

resources.

recipients currently

undertaking. Historically stormwater
was nothing more than a nuisance—

This is especially true for municipalities

certified throughout the

pump the water, dump the water,

that fall under the EPA category as a

fill in the wetland and convert it

phase 1 or 2 MS4. The need for properly

country this credential

into an impervious surface. I recall

trained professionals to monitor and

my former boss telling me that the

oversee the requirements for which

is vastly growing as

need for water will become a major

this law has gained momentum cannot

issue in this country, including, of

be understated. APWA has spent a

all places, Florida. The expression he

significant amount of time and effort

used all the time was, “We can get rid

to offer an unparalleled credential that

of water but we can’t make it.” Hasn’t

upon successful completion recognizes

that changed over the last decade?

individuals as certified professionals in

Managing stormwater is not only big

the field of stormwater management.

business, it dictates the means on how

With over 90 recipients currently

a municipality operates and provides

certified throughout the country this

essential human services.

credential is vastly growing as more

more MS4 legislated
municipalities populate
and fall under this

”

mandate.

MS4 legislated municipalities populate
One of the key components of

and fall under this mandate. Any city,

stormwater management is water

whether they are an MS4 or not, can

quality and how it affects not only

greatly benefit from this one-of-a-

our quality of life but also how it

kind certification that was custom-

can have a detrimental effect on our

developed by your very own APWA and

sensitive environment. That is why

is recognized nationally.

the federal government passed the
Clean Water Act in 1972 that regulates

John Dunton can be reached at (772) 380-

over 7,000 municipalities under the

2375 or jdunton@cityofpsl.com.

NPDES program. This is very important
legislation that affects virtually every

12
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TAKE THE NEXT
STEP IN 2015!

Strengthen your knowledge
and get recognized for your
stormwater expertise with the
APWA CSM certification
It’s Your Time. Get Certified.
For more information visit: apwa.net/certification

Winter maintenance is more than snowplows
Bob Moorhead, P.E.
Maintenance Manager
Washington State County Road Administration Board, Olympia, Washington
Trustee, Public Works Historical Society

W

hat comes to mind when

not universal: In my home state of

their jobs at City Hall and the County

you hear the phrase

Washington, Highways 20, 123, and

Courthouse? If your community offers

“Winter Maintenance”?

410 crossing the Cascade Range are

temporary shelters for the homeless

Snow removal? That’s certainly a

routinely closed due to snow from

in the harsh winter weather, are those

major example. It’s so important that

about December to May each year.

facilities stocked with cots and blankets

APWA sponsors the annual North

But public works is more than

and other basic amenities? (Historical

American Snow Conference each

just streets and roads. What other

Anecdote: At Public School 107 in the

spring. But “Winter Maintenance”

challenges have evolved over the past

Flushing neighborhood of New York

can mean different things to different

decades during the winter season in

City in the 1950s, the only two “HVAC

communities. While El Paso, Texas,

the northern climes?

settings” were (1) coal-fired boilers

and Edmonton, Alberta, both start

“on” making steam when it was cold,

with “E” and are in the same Mountain

Water Supply: What does it take

and (2) the tops of the eight-foot-tall

Time Zone, winter weather can be very

to keep the water running? Does

double-hung windows “open” when it

different at places 1,900 miles/3,000

your public water system draw from

was hot.)

kilometers apart.

a river with lower winter flows, or a
surface source likely to freeze over?

Parks and Grounds: While mowing

The whole idea of snow and ice being

Is your distribution system installed

and fertilizing are probably minimal

a winter maintenance issue isn’t very

well below the frost line? (Historical

during the winter months, are

old. While many of the oldest and

Anecdote: Fifty years ago the water

there permitted or tolerated winter

largest North American cities have

system in Missoula, Montana, had only

recreational activities that can damage

been dealing with snow as a public

two basic specifications: Six feet deep

the turf? (Historical Anecdote: In the

works issue since the late 1700s, the

and ductile iron pipe.)

1950s, we’d take our “Flexible Flyer”

concept that rural and inter-city

sleds with thin metal runners through

transportation systems should be

Wastewater Treatment: Are any of

a hole in the fence at the Kissena Park

operational year-round is not. New

your processes (like aeration) subject

Golf Course when it snowed for a

York State’s Erie Canal opened in 1825

to freezing weather? If your system

couple of hours of speeding down the

only as a seasonal corridor. Even today,

discharges to a body of water is it

slopes, tearing up the tees, fairways,

the St. Lawrence Seaway and shipping

subject to freezing? Are maintenance

greens and even the sand traps. In

lanes on the Great Lakes shut down

access locations along the collection

most years, the hole in the fence wasn’t

for the winter. Railroads have been

system easily found if there is snow on

patched until the end of the sledding

attempting to maintain operations

the ground?

season.)

least since the first transcontinental

Buildings and Facilities: Are the

Airports: A century ago, airports

line was completed in 1869 with

HVAC systems ready to change over

weren’t even a public works

crews using snow shovels, mechanical

with the season? Are our coworkers

responsibility! While most passengers

plows, snow sheds, and tunnels. But

in the other departments going to be

today might tolerate a brief weather

roads? Year-round highways are still

secure and comfortable while doing

delay or even an occasional flight

through winter weather conditions at

14
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cancellation during the height of a
major winter storm event, they also
expect airport operations to return
to “normal” within minutes of that
last snowflake falling. That requires
special materials and equipment to
deice airliner wings and clear runways,
taxiways and access roads. Of course,
the airlines are responsible to get the
airplanes and flight crews repositioned
to resume normal operations, but

Leaf Loader

public works personnel may be much
more visible to delayed passengers
peering out the concourse and
terminal windows.
So, what are the seasonal changes
in your public works operations as
the hours of daylight dwindle and
the calendar pages turn from fall to
winter? Whether you need to utilize
snowplows or not, the winter season
bringing different tasks and priorities
will soon be upon us. In order to best
serve our wide variety of customers,
plan ahead!
Bob Moorhead is a Trustee of the Public
Works Historical Society, and a past
president of the APWA Washington State
Chapter. He can be reached at (360) 3506083, and BobM@crab.wa.gov.
The Public Works Historical Society is

The Trackless Leaf Loader is the most advanced and efﬁcient leaf loading machine on
the market today. Leaves are picked up at curbside, mulched and blown into a truck.

Faster Pick-up, Heavier Loads and Fewer Trips

Most customers claim to be 3- 4 weeks ahead of schedule, due Leaf Loader’s ability to
load 100,000 pounds of mulched leaves per day.

Mulch, Compost and Recycle

authors, academia, and anyone

As more communities ban leaf disposal or incineration the focus is on diverting
organic waste from landﬁlls. The Leaf Loader provides an efﬁcient means of creating
mulch. This can be sold or offered free of charge back to landscapers and the
general public.

interested in public works history.

Reduce Labour, Increase Comfort

an affiliate of APWA, with membership
open to public works practitioners,

Membership in APWA is not required.
Annual dues are $35, and can be
added to APWA members’ regular

An enclosed heated cab provides a comfortable work
environment from the elements. Rain, snow or cold
weather does not affect the Leaf Loader’s ability to pick
up the leaves, even if they are stuck to the asphalt!

annual dues statements. Please visit
the PWHS website at www.apwa.net/
PWHS/ for more details on the Society’s
mission and activities.

Snow Blowers (Standard or High-Output Ribbon)
Angle Plows, V-Plows, 5 Position Folding V-Plow
Front, Rear & Tow Behind Spreaders

Leaf Loader with Truck Chute
Power Angle & Pickup Sweeper
Front End Loader & Spraying Systems

Flail Mower, Boom Flail Mower
6', 10' & 14' Rotary Finishing Mowers
Turf Equipment

Infrared Asphalt Heater & Generator
Asphalt & Concrete Cold Planers
Line & Stencil Painting
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New trench safety workshop for public works personnel
a huge success
Karol G. Giokas, P.E.
Project Manager
RJN Group, Inc.
Wheaton, Illinois

O

n July 22, 2015, the APWA

head and body near the bottom. In

encouraged attendees to pull and

Chicago Metro Chapter, the

addition, often there is water present in

reinstall panels as part of the hands-

Village of North Aurora,

the trench due to a line break, reducing

on training.

Ill., and National Trench Safety (NTS)

the cohesiveness of the surrounding

hosted a trench safety awareness

soil. He noted that these factors

workshop. Thirty-six public works staff

increase the risk to public works staff

trench contained hydraulic shoring

from North Aurora and seven other

even at excavation depths less than five

and Finn form sides. Matt Altepeter,

neighboring communities attended

feet. He showed photos of actual cases

trainer with NTS, discussed the use

the sold-out event. According to

of trench collapse, and elaborated on

of plywood versus Finn form in

the Occupational Safety and Health

the decisions that led to each failure.

shoring. OSHA regulations require

•

Administration (OSHA), two workers

Trench Station 2: A 4’x8’x4’

1.125” thick plywood or ¾” thick

are killed each month in trench

Attendees then moved to the training

Finn form for use in trench shoring

collapses. This hands-on workshop

site, which featured three trenches

applications. Finn form, made

was created for public works personnel

prepped the day before by North

from 14 ply Finnish arctic white

because they need to be familiar with

Aurora public works staff. Each trench

birch, is exceptionally hard, thus

installing safe, temporary trench

provided a unique training experience

these sides are acceptable at ¾”

protective systems required for

(see photos on pages 18-19):

thickness. Plywood has only 7 ply

emergency and non-emergency sewer

construction at ¾” thickness and
Trench Station 1: A 4’x’4’x6’

does not meet OSHA regulations for

trench was set up with a 4’x4’

strength, hence plywood that is to

The day began with a one-hour

modular aluminum trench box

be used in shoring must be at least

classroom session led by Dan

with legs and multiple pinned

1.125” thick. Another advantage

Williamson, Branch Manager of the

panel configurations. Trench boxes

of Finn form is the phenolic resin

NTS Elmhurst, Ill., office and master

are versatile, easy to install and can

coating on the outside, which

trainer. Williamson discussed general

be assembled in different sizes to

makes it easier to keep clean than

trench safety considerations such

accommodate many situations.

plywood. Attendees all installed

as the definition of a trench, soil

Assessment of soil types was

and removed the hydraulic

classifications, sloping and benching,

discussed and how to correctly

cylinders with the Finn form

as well as different trench protective

slope if the top of the trench box

panels.

systems. OSHA requires that any

is below the surface of the ground.

trench excavation deeper than five feet

This station was installed with

where the soil is not stable rock must

proper benching on one of the

trench, also 4’x8’x4’, was used by

have some form of worker protection

4’ sides as a demonstration. The

the North Aurora Fire Protection

in place. However, Williamson noted

requirement that the edge of the

District (NAFPD) to demonstrate

that most of the work in trenches

spoils pile be at least 2’ from the

how a technical rescue team

performed by public works staff is at

edge of the trench was reviewed.

would approach a trench collapse.

the bottom of the trench, with their

Fred Voytovich, trainer with NTS,

Mark Bozic and Mike McDevitt

and water repairs.
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Trench Station 3: The third

with the NAFPD and the Illinois

a vactor, fitted with a special end

emergency situations. It was a pleasure

Mutual Aid Box Alarm System

that allows rescuers to remove the

to take this first step training together

(MABIS) 13 Technical Rescue

dirt without harming the victim.

locally and we look forward to growing

Team discussed that when they

Attendees used these tools in pairs

the relationship through further

are called to a trench collapse, the

on the spoil pile, to get a feel for

combined training.”

technical rescue team will not move

how they worked.

quickly—they will act deliberately

The event was so valuable to local

and with caution. They emphasized

Ryan Lambert, NAFPD Fire Chief,

municipalities that Village authorities

that, even though someone’s first

noted that “the fire service, while

are already discussing hosting the

instinct might be to jump into

working closely with public works

workshop again next year. APWA

a trench collapse to help their

employees on emergency scenes,

wishes to send special thanks to the

buddy, this may not be the wisest

rarely gets the opportunity to train

Village of North Aurora, North Aurora

move because 65% of rescuers end

with them. This training provided

Fire Protection District, National

up becoming victims themselves.

that unique opportunity for the fire

Trench Safety, City of Wheaton and

NAFPD brought a technical rescue

and public works departments to train

RJN Group, Inc. for their tremendous

trailer, and presented some of the

shoulder to shoulder, thus making

efforts to make this workshop a success.

equipment they carry. They also

emergency responses more effective

demonstrated the use of an air knife

and efficient. We also were able to

Karol G. Giokas can be reached at (630)

to safely break up the dirt from

capitalize on training to make public

682-4700 or kgiokas@rjnmail.com.

around a trapped victim along with

employees safer when encountering

PARTNERS IN BRINE.
TWO ADVANCED SYSTEMS.

ONE EFFECTIVE SOLUTION.
• Options for accurate, automated salinity
concentration and measurement
• Affordable, professional-quality brine
• Simple, user-friendly controls
• Hassle-free installation, operation and cleanout
Whether you have high- or low-volume production
requirements, winter maintenance professionals now have
an option for accurate, affordable, in-house brine making.
Learn more. Call 1.866.900.SALT (7258) or visit
www.cargilldeicing.com.

Providing customers with deicing solutions that save lives, enhance commerce and reduce environmental impact.

www.apwa.net
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Installing hydraulic shores with Finn form panels

Discussing soils and spoil pile
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CONSTRUCTION CEMENT

FA S T ER
STRONGER
MORE DURABLE
3000 PSI IN 1 HOUR

North Aurora Fire Protection District discussing trench rescue considerations

Specified
Worldwide

ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY
• High bond strength
• Low shrinkage
• High sulfate resistance
• Great freeze thaw durability
• Long life expectancy
• 65% lower carbon footprint
Using the air knife and vactor with special tip for soil removal around trench collapse victim

Available in
Bags and Bulk

800-929-3030
ctscement.com

Diversity best practices as a process
Catherine Schoenenberger
President, Stay Safe Traffic Products, Inc.
Westford, Massachusetts
Chair, APWA Diversity Committee
Foreword: As a member of the APWA Diversity Committee for the past three years, and the Chair for the last two years, I have
researched and read more than I ever thought I would about diversity and its implications on our workforce and on our society as a
whole. No matter the resource or author, there was always a recurring—repeating—message: “Diversity in the workplace is good for all.”
APWA has remained steadfast in preserving this “non-technical” committee, recognizing it as solid bedrock for every other committee
APWA supports. In my tenure the Diversity Committee has rewritten and revised the Diversity Resource Guide (2012-2013),
provided monthly articles to the APWA Reporter (submitted faithfully by each assigned member) and has conducted three major
events at each of our annual conferences in Chicago, Toronto and Phoenix. It has been my great privilege to learn and collaborate with
the best and brightest on this committee and in this organization.
“No matter what our age, none of us can learn less,” I shared in the February 2014 issue of the Reporter. I passionately believe that.
I am grateful to APWA, and my New England Chapter’s leadership, for the opportunity and for the recognition bestowed upon me.1

A

s a work zone safety
instructor, I stress how the
“transition area” of the work
zone is the most important part of
the work zone. Why? Because that’s
where traffic is being directed to
transition, or change, to the direction in
which the driver is not accustomed to
traveling. The crew needs to make sure
that this transitional area is obvious,
smooth and gradual; otherwise,
there are heavy consequences for
all. What does this have to do with
diversity? Everything. Diversity in the
workplace (as transition in the work
zone) is the gateway for safety and for
success. It shouldn’t be disregarded, or
disrespected. Best practices in diversity
should be included and embraced.2

When leaders, managers, and
supervisors become complacent (a/k/a
lazy) about encouraging best practices
in diversity, everyone suffers. If you
are complacent in the work zone, even
for a split second, lives could change
instantly. A car travels at approximately
51 feet per second at 35 miles per hour.
How many seconds would it take you
(or a member of your crew) to jump out
of harm’s way? Probably not quickly
20
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enough.3 Someone didn’t pay attention
for that split second, and everything
changed. Although ignoring the need
for diversity in the workplace won’t
necessarily be instantly detrimental, it
is a game changer over the long term.
At its base, diversity is defined to
include race, gender, creed, age, lifestyle,
national origin, disability, personality,
educational background and income level.
Secondary dimensions commonly
include: communication style, work
style, organizational role/level,
economic status, and geographic origin
(e.g., East, Midwest, South). Have
you been paying attention to your
workforce? What does it look like? Does
it reflect the constituents/community
it serves? Are you commandeering best
practices? Are you inclusive with your
recruitment, retainage and succession?
Here are some basic diversity best
practices to implement now.2
1.		Leadership/management recognizes
diversity as an important goal, and
makes sure it’s integrated into the
core values of the organization

/

www.apwa.net

		through direct (consistent and
repeated) communication with
employees and not just through
Human Resources or written policy.
2.		Empowering/inspiring employees
to take the lead; recognition of the
“unique” talents or strongest skills
in a person to allow him/her to
become better, and more confident.
“Hear me! A single twig breaks, but the
bundle of twigs is strong.” – Tecumseh,
Shawnee military leader
3.		Build a diversity strategic plan:
a) Creating a strong foundation
(values, philosophy, dedicated
resources, and commitment)
b) Building a solid internal structure
(initiatives to support and educate
employees)
c) Building a solid external structure
to infuse diversity into the
community
d) Measuring the progress and
results (goal setting for all efforts)
4.		Create a way for the employees
to share/express feedback, such
as a simple survey (administered
through Human Resources perhaps).
Questions such as:

1.866.643.1010 ClearSpan.com/ADAPWA

WE MANUFACTURE • WE INSTALL
WE SAVE YOU MONEY
keep equipment and material dry year-round

Fabric Structures
Natural Light & Low Cost Per Sq Ft

GET

Hybrid Buildings
Benefits of Metal & Fabric Buildings

Foundation Solutions
Build Anywhere & Quick Construction

0% FINANCING FOR 84 MONTHS OR GET A BIG CASH DISCOUNT

a) How would you rate your overall
satisfaction of the organization at
the present time?
b) How satisfied are you with the
information you receive from
management regarding what is
going on in the workplace?
c) Does management clearly outline
a credible future that you can
believe in?
d) Are you satisfied with skills
training received?
e) Are differences valued?
f) Are employees treated with
dignity and respect?
5.		Mentor employees. This is a win-win
for both retention and succession
planning. If an employee feels
connected, is inspired and sees
growth, they’ll stay. Internships and
other advanced degree development
programs also are very attractive,

* restrictions apply

especially to the younger/greener
employee entering the workplace.

Catherine Schoenenberger can be reached
at (866) 692-2114 or staysafetraffic@aol.
com.

6.		Recognize and allow flexibility
between life/work activities.
Alternative work scheduling is a
popular and simple practice to
accomplish this.

1
2015 recipient of the APWA Diversity Exemplary
Practices Award
2
Best Practices in Achieving Workforce Diversity: U.S.
Department of Commerce and Vice President Al Gore’s
National Partnership for Reinventing Government
Benchmarking Study

Diversity should be recognized as
a process which influences work
climates, organizational effectiveness,
customer service, and ultimately,
the way business is done. It is a
simple fact that each of us possesses
unique qualities along each of these
dimensions. Experience and recent
research indicate that when recognized
and valued, diversity yields greater
innovation, quality and productivity.

3
Every 15 minutes there is a traffic control
accident within the work zones across the U.S.,
workzonesafety.org

Special Reminder: Please make sure
you update your personal membership
profile, including answering the
optional questions 13-16 (see page 10,
November 2013 Reporter). Please refer
to APWA’s 2013 Diversity Resource Guide
2nd Edition and the Diversity Toolbox
for more ideas in celebrating the
diversity in your chapter.

“We must be the change we wish to see in
the world.” – Mahatma Gandhi, India’s
Nationalist Leader
www.apwa.net
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RECOGNIZE	
  YOUR	
  LEADERS	
  
INTERVIEW	
  WORKSHEET	
  

	
  

The	
  following	
  questions	
  are	
  intended	
  to	
  be	
  used	
  by	
  someone	
  interviewing	
  or	
  collecting	
  information	
  for	
  an	
  
individual	
  that	
  they	
  would	
  like	
  to	
  nominate	
  for	
  APWA’s	
  Recognize	
  Your	
  Leaders	
  series	
  printed	
  monthly	
  in	
  the	
  
APWA	
  Reporter.	
  

	
  
Nominator’s	
  Name:	
  _____________________________________________________________	
  
	
  
Candidate’s	
  Name:	
  ______________________________________________________________	
  
	
  
Candidate’s	
  Title:	
  _______________________________________________________________	
  
	
  
Candidate’s	
  Agency/Organization:	
  __________________________________________________	
  
	
  
Candidate’s	
  City/State:	
  ___________________________________________________________	
  
	
  
How	
  long	
  has	
  the	
  candidate	
  been	
  involved	
  in	
  the	
  public	
  works	
  industry?	
  __________________	
  
	
  
How	
  long	
  has	
  the	
  candidate	
  worked	
  in	
  their	
  current	
  position?	
  ___________________________	
  
	
  
Please	
  describe	
  the	
  reason	
  that	
  the	
  candidate	
  is	
  being	
  considered	
  for	
  recognition.	
  	
  	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
How	
  was	
  the	
  candidate’s	
  leadership	
  ideas/actions	
  brought	
  to	
  the	
  forefront?	
  	
  	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
Who	
  did	
  the	
  candidate	
  work	
  with	
  to	
  help	
  bring	
  this	
  idea/action	
  forward?	
  	
  	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
Did	
  the	
  candidate	
  experience	
  any	
  challenges	
  when	
  trying	
  to	
  implement	
  this?	
  	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
Are	
  there	
  steps/processes	
  that,	
  when	
  looking	
  back,	
  the	
  candidate	
  could	
  have	
  done	
  differently	
  to	
  make	
  
this	
  idea/action	
  even	
  more	
  successful	
  (lessons	
  learned)?	
  	
  
	
  
	
  

	
  

Email	
  submissions	
  to	
  bstein@apwa.net	
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EDUCATION CALENDAR
For more information about these programs or to register online, visit www2.apwa.net/Events.
Program information will be updated as it becomes available.
Questions? Call the Professional Development Department at 1-800-848-APWA.

2015
EDUCATION AT YOUR DESKTOP

EDUCATION AT YOUR DESKTOP

October 22

Liquids Work in Winter — The Proven Technology

November 12

The Urban Forestry Role in Community Resilience

November 16-20

CSM, CPII and CPFP Certification Exams (computer-based testing)

January 25-28

CSM, CPII and CPFP Certification Exams (computer-based testing)

March 21-24 	

CSM, CPII and CPFP Certification Exams (computer-based testing)

May 2-5

CSM, CPII and CPFP Certification Exams (computer-based testing)

May 22-25

2016 North American Snow Conference, Hartford, CT

July 18-21

CSM, CPII and CPFP Certification Exams (computer-based testing)

August 28-31

2016 PWX, Minneapolis, MN

September 19-22

CSM, CPII and CPFP Certification Exams (computer-based testing)

November 14-17

CSM, CPII and CPFP Certification Exams (computer-based testing)

2016
EDUCATION AT YOUR DESKTOP

EDUCATION AT YOUR DESKTOP

EDUCATION AT YOUR DESKTOP

EDUCATION AT YOUR DESKTOP

EDUCATION AT YOUR DESKTOP

EDUCATION AT YOUR DESKTOP

= Click, Listen & Learn program (Free to Members)
EDUCATION AT YOUR DESKTOP

= Live Conference (Paid Registration)
= Certification Exam
= Web-based training
APWA members may access past Click, Listen & Learn programs from the Members’ Library at no cost.
Programs can be streamed to your computer via the link found in the library.
If you have expertise that you would like to share, please use the online Call for Presentations form to
describe your expertise and perspective on the topic. www.apwa.net/callforpresentations/

www.apwa.net
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IMAGINATION TO INNOVATION
Put a bacterium in your tank
Andrew C. Lemer, Ph.D.
Senior Program Officer
The National Academies of the United States, Washington, D.C.
Dennis Gabor, awarded the 1971 Nobel Prize in Physics for his discoveries underpinning the development of holography, once wrote,
“The future cannot be predicted, but futures can be invented.” Imagination to Innovation is a periodic look at new technology and
scientific discovery that we could be using to invent the future of public works.

O

ur efforts to develop
inexpensive ways to use
the sun’s energy in place of
our currently heavy reliance on fossil
fuels is frequently in the news, from
controversial construction of wind and
solar “farms” that may put birds and
bats at risk to the debate over whether
using corn (or maize, as much of the
world calls it) to produce alcohol for
motor fuel drives up food prices and
destroys engines. Now scientists at
Harvard University think they may
have found a better way, putting a
bacterium to work converting gases
to fuel.
Maybe you remember the experiment
in high school science where you use
a battery to run electricity through
water to generate hydrogen and
oxygen gases. Using photovoltaic
cells is a practical way to drive this
hydrolysis process, although catalysts
are often used to accelerate the gas
production. The most commonly
used catalysts have been precious
metals. The resulting hydrogen makes
an attractive fuel, but it is a gas and
explosive. Compressing it for use in,
say, an automobile or a snowplow is
pretty expensive. It would be nice if
the hydrogen could be converted to a
liquid form better suited to the ways we
now use and transport fuels.
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The Harvard team found a way to use
a less costly catalyst, teamed with a
common bacterium, to convert carbon
dioxide and the hydrogen and oxygen
produced from water splitting, into
biomass and alcohols. The catalyst is
cobalt phosphate; among other uses,
this compound was reportedly popular
among French Impressionist painters
as a “cobalt violet.” The critter at the
core of the process is Ralstonia eutropha,
found naturally in soil and water. The
bacterium does not need oxygen and
can live on hydrogen alone. Various
strains have been found to be effective
in degrading chlorine-containing
pollutants, while others can produce
and store polyesters, suggesting they
might be a source of biodegradable
plastics.
With the cobalt phosphate catalyst,
the bacterium is able to live and grow
in the water that is being split (and
replenished). The scientists pump
carbon dioxide into the mix, and the
bacteria go to work reproducing and
converting the gases to isopropanol,
an organic compound with a variety
of uses.
What makes the whole assembly
particularly interesting is that these
early experiments demonstrate an
efficiency of converting solar energy
into biomass that is comparable to

/
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photosynthesis, the way growing
plants do it. The Harvard team
imagines that with further work,
learning more about how to control
and maintain their experimental
process, the yields could increase to
levels greater than we get from farming
crops. Maybe R. eutropha will become
the basis for a completely renewable
fuel-production process, at least as long
as the sun shines.
Andrew Lemer, Ph.D., is currently a
Senior Program Officer with the National
Academy of Sciences of the United States
of America. In addition to technical papers
and occasional articles for the Reporter,
he writes on civil infrastructure and
human settlement at www.andrewlemer.
com.

ORDER CUSTOM BULK
EDITORIAL REPRINTS
Now that you
have been
featured in the
APWA Reporter,
r
he
Us
why not leverage
Brian R.
this opportunity
to promote
your products or service with
custom reprints?
Call our reprint partner at (866)
879-9144 for complete details.
et
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Our Volvo E-Series excavator has allowed us to do things
that are hard to believe — that are just plain amazing.

That’s our Ex Factor.
– Jim Whitaker, fleet manager, Whitaker Construction

Whitaker Construction has more than 60 years’ experience in underground construction.
As one of the largest utility contractors in their region, they have to operate with a
cutting edge. Jim says the EC380E gives them that edge — working up to a 480 class size, while fitting in
tighter spaces — allowing them to tackle challenging jobs with more efficiency.
Find tips to get the most from your excavator at volvoce.com/ExFactor.

PUBLIC WORKS INSTITUTES
Public Works Institutes Unit 8: Finance
Stephen T. Pudloski, P.E.
Director of Wisconsin LTAP
University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wisconsin
Member, APWA Institute Review Committee

W

isconsin’s Public Works
Management Institute
grew out of the Wisconsin
Public Works Supervisory Academy
(PWSA) that had been created in
1997. Its home at the University
of Wisconsin-Madison was the
Department of Continuing Studies,
which was providing management
training for local fire and police
personnel and was also the Wisconsin
home of the Certified Public Manager
Program, a national certification
program for public managers at
all levels of government and all
departments.
Working with the APWA Wisconsin
Chapter and the Wisconsin Managers
and Administrators Association,
Department of Continuing Studies
crafted a program that required
completion of ten one-day courses.

From 1997 until APWA’s approval
of the Wisconsin Public Works
Management Institute in 2009 more
than 350 persons attended the PWSA
program and more than 150 completed
the PWSA certificate.
Working with the APWA Wisconsin
Chapter, Department of Continuing
Studies leaders modified the PWSA
program by reducing its requirement
to 54 course hours and created the
Public Works Management Institute by
adding five new courses to the nine in
PWSA in order to cover all of the topics
required by APWA and to meet the
90 hours of training required for the
Institute certificate approval.

Transition to College of Engineering
In January 2013 the Wisconsin Public
Works Management Institute was
relocated within UW-Madison to the
College of Engineering in the college
outreach department of Engineering
Professional Development (EPD).
Several of the teaching staff at EPD who
had been involved in the development
of the public works supervisory and
management certificate programs and
had taught in the courses were pleased
to take over the academic leadership
of the PWSA and PWMI programs
in cooperation with the Wisconsin
Chapter.

course was modified to take a broader,
more management-oriented view of
the financial aspects of public works. It
still focused on the operating budget,
but with an added review of public
works revenues sources and capital
budgets and programs.
The program is fortunate to have
Mike Daun as an instructor for the
budget and finance course. Mike is a
graduate civil engineer with an MBA in
finance. He recently retired as Deputy
Comptroller of the City of Milwaukee.
Like the other instructors in the
Wisconsin Public Works Management
Institute program, Mike has academic
credentials, practical experience in
what he is teaching, and years of
experience in the classroom teaching
professional development courses.

Planning and Control
One of the financial facts of life covered
in the discussion of budgeting is that
the budget serves many purposes for
many people, but first and foremost the
budget is an instrument of planning
and control. The control focus is
primarily to assure that the funds are
being spent legally, not necessarily
effectively or efficiently. The focus on
effectiveness and efficiency are often
outside of the budget process.

Fund Accounting
Financial Aspects of Public Works

Mike Daun teaching the procurement course
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Budgeting was one of the courses from
the very beginning of the supervisory
program in 1997. With the creation of
the Institute program, the budgeting
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The control focus is one reason why
there are separate funds in public
works, so that the revenue can be
separated into legally controlled pots
of money for specific functions and

A SUSTAINABILITY RATING SYSTEM FOR CIVIL INFRASTRUCTURE

ENVISION

®

Over 800 of the more than 3000 Envision Sustainability Professionals
are public sector professionals representing nearly 200 public agencies.
Are you an Envision Sustainability Professional?
www.sustainableinfrastructure.org
purposes. This is why public finance
and budgeting are known as fund
accounting.
Many public works functions get
their funding from the general
fund, where they compete for their
share of the general fund with
other departments such as police,
fire, finance, and building and
zoning. But some departments are
supported by one or more utility
funds for functions associated with
fee-generating activities, such as the
water department. In public works
there are also internal service funds,
such as equipment maintenance
and/or replacement funds, where
the department provides a service
to other operating departments and
charges them for the service. There
may be special funds required due to
borrowing for capital projects.

Course participants

www.apwa.net
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There are grants-in-aid and other
project-related funds, all requiring
accounting controls to ensure that
the requirements of the funder are
fully met.

Line Item Budgets
In addition to fund accounting
another method of controlling the
expenditures is the most common
form of budget, the line item budget.
The council or board adopts a budget
amount for specific objects of expense,
such as printing, postage, contract
services, materials, salaries, and fringe
benefits. In some budgets the objects
of expense are finely defined and
controlled. In other budgets groups
of objects of expense are controlled,
giving the operating manager of that
portion of the budget more flexibility
to deal with changing conditions
during the budget year.

Program Budgets
While the accountants use the line
item budget to control the legality

of expenditures, a series of line item
budgets are organized into programs,
which fund related tasks and activities
that together accomplish an integrated
program. In Wisconsin virtually
every public works operation has a
street department and each street
department has a snow and ice
control program, a street maintenance
program, a street tree program, and so
on. Each one of these programs has
a program description, list of tasks,
and a manager/supervisor charged
with controlling the expenditures
within their line item budget for that
particular program. This approach
to budgeting matches management
responsibility for the program with the
financial control for the program.

Performance Budgets
The first two forms of budget match
operational responsibility and financial
control and assure that funds are being
spent legally. But they don’t answer the
question, “What is being accomplished
with funds?” A third form of budget

called a performance budget attempts
to answer that question and keep track
of and control the activities being
accomplished in each program. That
budget relies on defining tasks and the
unit costs to accomplish each task, for
example, how long and how much it
takes to clean one lineal foot of eightinch diameter sanitary sewer. Once
that unit cost is known, the budget
identifies how many of each unit of
work is planned for the next budget
year, and that is multiplied by each
unit cost and added to all of the other
units of work in the program for the
budget amount total. The program
manager then controls and reports on
units of work accomplished and the
costs per unit. Because the accountants
still need to control the object of
expense adopted for each program,
a line item budget is layered upon
the performance budget, making the
performance aspects a planning and
reporting tool rather than a budget
tool.

Board of Directors election results
The 2015 Board of Directors election closed on August 9, 2015, at midnight. On August 14, 2015, Daniel
L. Brown, Director, APWA Kansas City Metro Chapter, serving as Head Teller, verified the results. A total
of 653 ballots were cast. A ballot for every position was not necessarily cast. As of July 1, 2015, there were
28,808 members of APWA. Regional Directors are elected by members voting in their specific region. The
membership of each region varies in number.
Election results are as follows:
• Ronald J. Calkins, P.E., PWLF, President-Elect: 634 votes; Write-ins Aggregated: 7 votes
• Mary Joyce Ivers, CPFP, PWLF, Director-at-Large, Fleet & Facilities: 618 votes; Write-ins Aggregated: 6 votes
• Richard F. (Rick) Stinson, PWLF, Director of Region I: 37 votes; Write-ins Aggregated: 0 votes
• Harry L. Weed, II, PWLF, Director of Region II: 35 votes; Write-ins Aggregated: 1 vote
• Richard T. Berning, Director of Region V: 102 votes; Write-ins Aggregated: 2 votes
• Chuck Williams, PWLF, Director of Region VI: 116 votes; Write-ins Aggregated: 1 vote
• Shahnawaz Ahmad, P.E., Director of Region VIII: 126 votes; Write-ins Aggregated: 4 votes
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PPBS budgets
While few exist anymore, the PPBS
budget was an attempt to answer the
question, “What does the public get
out of all of the programs and activities
performed by the local government?”
It was an attempt to plan for and
measure the public good that resulted
from government activities. To do so
one has to classify the public good
into broad programs that are likely
to include parts of more than one
department and portions of program
budgets. An example of this might be
the Overarching Public Safety program
that could include parts of the police,
fire, building inspection, water, sewer,
traffic engineering, and snow and
ice control programs. This approach
may still exist in some corners of the
U.S., but it is essentially an attempt to
prioritize the value of the outcomes
or public good of individual programs
no matter where they are in the
organization.

A New Approach
While PPBS was practiced for only a
short time in the U.S., there is now a
movement among some larger cities
and large special districts to prioritize
asset investment and management
across all public functions based on
a public-good outcome basis. Several
cities in Canada and the UK have
begun a process to do just that and the
results affect not only capital budgets
but also operating plans and budgets.
This approach has been dubbed “citywide asset management” and seems
to hold promise for a more effective
way to prioritize the use of the limited
and ever-shrinking funds for public
organizations.
There is no question that funding for
public works operations has not grown
for many years and that public works
professionals need to identify ways to
inform the people they serve and their

be addressed if public works is to build
support for more effective programs
that meet growing needs.

elected officials about the public good
accomplished by their activities and
assets. This article has just touched on
a few basic concepts in public works
finance, but the historical focus on
financial control to the detriment of
identifying the public good that result
from public works activities needs to

Stephen T. Pudloski can be reached at
(608) 335-1924 or pudloski@wisc.edu.

EXPLORE
INTERNATIONAL
PUBLIC WORKS!
Travel, Discover, Experience Another Culture
Applications are now being accepted for the Jennings
Randolph International Fellowship Program funded
through the Eisenhower World Affairs Institute.
The Jennings Randolph International
Fellowship Program supports
participation at a public works
conference of one of APWA’s
international partners and a public
works study tour in that country.

Fellowships granted for travel to our
partner countries are limited to a
maximum of $2,500 (USD) to assist
with travel costs and other expenses
that may be covered by the award.
For details and application go to:
www.apwa.net/About/International
or contact Lillie Plowman at
1-800-848-2792, ext. 5253, or
lplowman@apwa.net.

2016 Study locations:
Mexico, New Zealand,
and others TBA.

Application deadline: November 15, 2015, midnight CST.
www.apwa.net
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INTERNATIONAL IDEA EXCHANGE
Learning from Kiwi practices for sustainability-focused
water resource management
Tom Jacobs
Director, Environmental Programs
Mid-America Regional Council
Kansas City, Missouri

At the Arts Village in Rotorua, art and tree
protection are intertwined.
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s a recipient of the 2015

in New Zealand learning about their

Jennings Randolph

leadership and governance model

International Fellowship,

related to watershed and natural

I was fortunate to spend two weeks

resource stewardship. Organized
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Grounds Keeping Cleanup
Made Easy with Billy Goat!
opTional
sElf-propEllEd &
ElECTriC sTarT!
dUal shrEddinG
sysTEM wiTh
piranha™ BladE!
Up To 7x ThE
powEr of a BaCKpaCK –
Blow dEBris fUrThEr &
ClEan Up fasTEr!

MV Multi-Surface Vac for
Versatile Cleanup

35 HP Debris Loader
Maximizes Leaf Cleanup
• Massive 14” intake; 10-ft clear poly
helical coil hose
• Armor plate steel impeller with 18
cutting points for the best reduction
ratio on the market
• Electric start
Scan the QR code
to see the DL35
video!

• 29” gobbler door adjusts between hard
surface, turf or hose applications
• 40-gal. top-loading bag slides in and out for
easy uploading
• Optional electrostatic dust sock traps dust for
optimum operator and air quality protection
Scan the QR code
to see the MV video!

Force™ Blowers for Fast Leaf Cleanup
•
•
•
•

9, 13 & 18HP commercial clean-up power
Smooth composite housing will not rust or dent
Single shot 16-blade closed face fan
Light weight plus self-propelled option will rip
through 30% more property per day with less
fatigue
Scan the QR code
to see the Force
video!

Take the chore out of the chore wtih Billy Goat!

www.billygoat.com

in large measure by its Resource

policy inform the way regional

lack of clear national policy direction

Management Act (RMA) of 1991,

councils structure their policies, plans

to ensure consistency among regional

New Zealand built a policy framework

and initiatives? To what degree, and

plans.

ad 10.15.indd blending
1

explicit national support

under what conditions do national

8/10/15

for sustainable development with

and regional structures shape the ways

A hike around Lake Tarawera with

more traditional imperatives focused

in which public works officials frame,

Andy Bell, the District Engineer

on economic growth. These goals are

engage in, and implement watershed

and Water Solutions Director of

operationalized through integrated

management? And finally, does all of

the Rotorua District Council, was

conservation and development

this result in better environmental,

enormously instructive. Aside from

plans overseen by watershed-based

economic and community outcomes?

being an extraordinarily gracious

regional councils, and implemented

host, Andy described how the RMA

in partnership with member local

The bottom line is, it works, but with

increased the regulatory burden

governments.

hiccups. Tangible outcomes result

for conventional public works

from strong leadership, a culture of

projects. And yet, during our walk, he

As a regional environmental planner

more holistic and integrative decision-

explained that the regional plan was

in Kansas City, I hoped to learn how

making, the celebration of ethnic

foundational to successful watershed

regional councils in New Zealand

diversity, and a social ethic that values

(or catchment) protection efforts,

facilitate the integration of watershed

public benefits over individual rights.

including an impressive, market-based

and natural resource management

Critics of the process pointed to such

nutrient trading system protecting

into their work, and into the everyday

issues as time-consuming regulation,

world-class natural assets. His

practice of public works. How, for

the difficulties of collaborating across

insight blended a familiar, practical,

example, does New Zealand’s national

multiple levels of government, and the

engineering approach to infrastructure
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practices detain the water

New Zealand’s practice of watershed

quality design storm,

management informs infrastructure

helping to protect a local

development and the practice of public

stream and adjacent

works in a variety of ways. Regional

coastal areas. The Waikato

plans are, de facto, watershed plans.

Regional Council in

And, land use decisions relating to

Hamilton formulated

public works routinely take into

an extraordinary plan

account watershed scale impacts and

to conserve and restore

alternatives.

425 kilometers of the
Waikato River, whose

In my own practice of sustainability

watershed encompasses

planning, I’ve sought to facilitate more

12 percent of the land

integrated, holistic, triple-bottom-line

area of the north island.

problem solving. In New Zealand,

In Rotorua, innovative

a multi-disciplinary, multi-benefit

nutrient trading systems

approach is hard-wired into the

reduce nitrogen inputs to
the area’s volcanic lakes
from nearby agricultural
operations and other land
uses. And the Greater
Andy Bell shared how public works and sustainability plans
protect natural jewels like Lake Tarawera.

Wellington Regional
Council boasts a staff
of ten dedicated to the

development with incredible

protection and recovery of biodiversity.

sensitivity to planning, community

Impressively, meaningful Maori

engagement and sustainability.

participation was embedded in the
work of each council.

The culture of regional planning
was different in each of the four

Water, or wai, is central to the cultural

regional councils I visited due to

identity and spiritual practice of the

differences in ecology and institutional

indigenous Maori people. Wai defines

priorities. Visits to councils in

a multifaceted worldview—one of

Hamilton, Auckland, Rotorua and

spirit, essence, water, flow, rhythm and

Wellington, though, showed how

song. The protection and sustainable

regional plans facilitate sustainable

management of water resources,

planning to protect coastlines, rivers,

then, is essential not only for a set

water supplies, recreational assets

of rationalized uses. It defines the

and cultural values. A few examples

heart of resurgent culture, and even

illustrate their work.

national identity. Regional plans
incorporate well-vetted Maori cultural

The Auckland Regional Council led

frameworks, which give voice to

stormwater planning efforts, resulting

essential cultural and environmental

in rain gardens and cisterns installed

values. And, equally important, they

at every residence in a new suburban

create a context for the celebration and

development along with a beautiful

integration of shared perspectives—

civic space designed around a multi-

all through the practice of natural

purpose detention facility. These

resource management.
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Podocarpus totara, an endemic tree to New
Zealand, was traditionally used by the Maori
community to build oceangoing canoes.

practice of planning and development.

management. While New Zealand’s

perseverance (especially over the

Curiously, in many ways, this shift

model is not directly transferable

course of a generation), diversity, and

isn’t particularly dramatic or difficult.

to Kansas City or most places in the

meaningful integrated planning.

It merely represents a pivot in process

United States, the characteristics

and approach. While the intentional

of Kiwi practice are familiar and

Tom Jacobs can be reached at (816) 701-

integration of environmental and

important. Impressive outcomes

8352 or tjacobs@marc.org.

cultural values into planning and

result from strong vision, leadership,

design does add complexity, it also
creates more durable, equitable and
effective outcomes.
My hope was that clear-eyed
assessment about what works and
what doesn’t would support local
conversations that spur innovative,
sustainability-focused water resource

Rugged ... Reliable ... RIGHT!
Bonnell Commander Series Dump Bodies

Commander evokes visions of a leader, authority, control.
A Commander gives you the support you need with the reliability of
a trusted friend. Bonnell Commander Series bodies are an all-new
design that features a unique polygonal shape that tapers both
toward the middle of the body and toward the back of the unit. The
unique body design efficiently directs material to the center of the
dump body for quick dispersal without the need to raise it.
The Commander is designed to be used during the winter as a salt
spreader and during warmer months as a dump body.
Designed from the frame up, the Commander Series is a cost-efficient
solution. Run this multipurpose truck throughout the year, and enjoy
savings all year long.
Join our team as a distributor! Call for details!

Contact us today for
Commander Series information:
800-851-9664 www.bonnell.com
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Communication critical to a winter maintenance plan
Daniel Schacher
Fairbanks District Superintendent
Alaska Department of Transportation and Public Facilities
Fairbanks, Alaska

N

ot long ago, the “strong, silent
type” was often cast as an
ideal leader of just about any
organization. Just get the work done,
and the rest will take care of itself. That
doesn’t hold true today.

Modern leaders must be able to
articulate their vision not only to
those they lead but to their customers,
as well. In the winter maintenance
profession, leaders face the challenge
of delivering accurate, timely and
useful information to their employees
and the traveling public. Because
of this, communication tools have
become as indispensable as liquids,
chemicals, abrasives and plows in a
winter maintenance plan.
In Alaska, maintenance professionals
also face the challenges that come with
declining funding. The State of Alaska
derives 90 percent of its budget from
oil royalties. The sharp drop in the
price of crude oil this past year brought
with it a 16 percent cut to the Alaska
Department of Transportation and
Public Facilities’ (ADOT&PF) 2015-16
winter maintenance budget. A cut of
this size can’t be absorbed without
reducing the level of service customers
receive. So how can the department
communicate this unpopular message?

Share with the team
Leaders need to share their winter
maintenance plan with employees
before ice and snow are on the
ground. They also need to ensure that
each employee in the organization
understands the plan and his or
her role in it. This requires regular
communication with employees
about any changes. Such internal
communication is critical in carrying
out a successful plan.
Snow removal in progress in Fairbanks
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The most sophisticated truck
wing solution
available in the market!
Built Tough. Built to Last.

®

Henke’s NEW Postless wing takes
truck wings to the next level
Our parallel linkage lift cannot bind up like
traditional wings, so it requires less maintenance
- no need to grease multiple times per shift - and
will last longer. PLUS the unique “True Float”
non-trailing design reduces wing chatter and
increases effectiveness in cutting through packed
snow and ice.
Features:
•
•
•
•

8, 9, 10, 11, and 12 ft
Front or Mid-Mount
Single (front lift) or dual
(rear lift) pushbeam
Non-Trip, Full Moldboard
Trip and Trip Edge

See it in action!
https://goo.gl/iLXvCK

888-682-9010
henkemfg.com
Clearing The Way Since 1916
PPW_YouTube_APWA.indd 1

A couple other issues a leader should
ask within the organization as winter
nears:

leadership has talked with front-line
employees throughout the difficult
process.

•

Does leadership plan to meet with
the front line—boots-on-theground people who will respond to
whatever winter throws at them?

•

Have the adjustments made to the
organization’s snow plan since
last season been documented and
shared with the people they will
affect the most?

That openness and transparency have
led to many positive interactions with
employees. Budget talks also have
spurred crews to provide input on
how to improve efficiency. Although
every scenario and “what if” situation
can’t be answered with 100 percent
certainty, most employees have said
they appreciate being included in
the process and being provided upto-date information. Armed with
accurate information, local employees
often become ambassadors to the
community about winter operations as
they go about their daily lives.

In Alaska, each maintenance station
has lost personnel and key equipment
from their snowfighting fleet. The
department has had to adjust work
schedules, plow routes and road
priorities to account for the funding
cuts. Employees are understandably
concerned about their increased
workloads and future employment, so

8/20/2015 2:08:30 PM

a winter operation plan. This holds
especially true when budget cuts
affect levels of service. Frequent
communication builds public
expectation and trust, so leaders must
prepare to share information in a
transparent and open manner. In the
same way, an organization can help
maintain its relationship with elected
officials by providing them with
current information of importance to
their constituents.
Each year, leadership should consider
the information needs of elected
officials. Is there already a place, such
as a website, that these officials and
their staff know to visit to get details
about winter maintenance? Have
changes been made to the
organization’s plan recently that
require a face-to-face meeting?

Share with officials and the public
There is no such thing as too much
communication when it comes to
www.apwa.net
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At ADOT&PF, requests for information
often come through regional public
information officers. These employees
formulate accurate responses through
research and information gathering,
then share those answers with the
requesting parties. Leaders are often
asked to talk with media outlets. Such

interviews can be time consuming
and stressful, but proactively sharing
the organization’s message can free up
time later. The public will have fewer
questions and complaints during a
winter weather event if they know
beforehand what to expect from the
organization. And proactively sharing

2015 APWA INTERNATIONAL PUBLIC WORKS
CONGRESS & EXPOSITION EDUCATION SESSIONS

ONLINE APWA
CONGRESS LIBRARY
Recordings of most of the
over 150 technical and
leadership presentations
are available via the online
conference library. Full
Congress registrants receive
FREE access!

the costs and benefits of a new process
or technology can help control the
spread of misinformation.
ADOT&PF interacts with the public
in various ways, including through
traditional media, such as newspapers,
radio and TV, and social media, such as
Facebook, Twitter, Vimeo and YouTube.
Online communication has become
critical as it allows the department
to connect directly with customers
instead of going through a reporter
or news group. Word of mouth has
traditionally been the most effective
way to share a message. Social media
facilitates word of mouth. Social
platforms benefit users in other ways,
too, including allowing them to share
smaller stories or messages traditional
media doesn’t allow, have a dynamic
presence during an event or emergency,
and correct misinformation quickly
just to name a few.
No matter the chosen method of
delivery, though, leaders must make
sure their messages are clear and
consistent.

Give it a try

$

Order today and learn from
the top experts in the
public works profession!

229

TO ORDER:
Call 800-679-3646 or visit www.prolibraries.com/apwa
Daily registrants or those who cannot attend Congress may
purchase library access by visiting the website above.
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As with any new or uncomfortable
task, the more a person practices, the
more proficient he or she becomes.
Communication skills are no
different. Modern winter maintenance
professionals can’t ignore the critical
role proactive communication plays
in a winter maintenance plan. A
clear message can benefit not only an
organization and its employees, but
policy makers and customers, as well.
Daniel Schacher can be reached at (907)
451-5276 or daniel.schacher@alaska.gov.

Tracking the grand challenges in winter maintenance
Wilfrid Nixon, Ph.D., P.E., PWLF
VP Science and the Environment
Salt Institute, Alexandria, Virginia
Member, APWA Winter Maintenance Subcommittee

A

t the 2014 Snow Conference,
we (the Winter Maintenance
Subcommittee) had a session
that allowed us to capture what the top
ten issues were for attendees in winter
maintenance. We reported on that
in the November 2014 APWA Reporter
(“Finding the Big Issues in Winter
Maintenance”) and we also committed
to having a session at the 2015 Snow
Conference to follow up on what had
been going on and see what new areas
we needed to consider.
Our 2015 session looked at two
issues in particular. First, who else
is interested in big issues in winter
maintenance, and second, what has
been going on since 2014 to address
the fifteen ideas that rose to the top in
the 2014 event? We then closed the
session out by asking four questions:
What have we missed? What is still
causing problems? What new issues
and concerns do you see on the
horizon? And what has changed in
your operations and what do you
expect to see changing in the next few

Table	
  1:	
  Top	
  Ten	
  Components	
  Identified	
  by	
  SICOP	
  
Adequate	
  funding	
  for	
  operations	
  and	
  sustainability	
  
Using	
  sustainable	
  winter	
  maintenances	
  practices	
  
Accurate	
  and	
  timely	
  weather	
  forecast	
  
Optimal	
  route	
  planning	
  
Equipment	
  and	
  equipment	
  calibration	
  
Equipment	
  maintenance	
  program	
  (preventive	
  and	
  routine)	
  
Efficiency	
  in	
  operations	
  -‐	
  intelligent	
  use	
  of	
  resources	
  
Communication	
  between	
  operation	
  controllers	
  and	
  drivers	
  
Snow	
  plans	
  (Include	
  operational	
  evaluation/continuous	
  improvement)	
  
Standards	
  in	
  winter	
  service	
  
Defined	
  levels	
  of	
  service	
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years? (Okay, that last one was a twofor-one deal…)
It turns out that we are not alone in
our concern about big issues in winter
maintenance. A significant effort
has been underway over the last two
years to identify what the top ten
components of a world-class winter
maintenance program are, carried
on by the Snow and Ice Cooperative
Pooled Fund (SICOP – an AASHTO
program supported by state DOT
funding). While their top ten list in fact
identified 11 items, they do overlap
quite well with items of concern for the
Snow Conference attendees, as shown
in Table 1.
It is pretty clear that a lot of folk, at
the city and county levels as well as at
the state level, are concerned about
how to handle sustainability issues
in winter maintenance, and how to
optimize the use of equipment and
materials, for example. It should not be
too surprising that there are common
concerns between the various agencies
that conduct winter maintenance.
A key issue that arose out of the 2014
session was what we were doing about
these concerns, and on that score the
news is mostly good. Of the fifteen
major issues identified, we had sessions
on seven at the 2015 Snow Conference,
and our list of topics (expanded this
year) was used by the conference
program committee to guide them
in creating sessions. They will do
the same thing for the 2016 Snow
Conference.

And it is not just existing knowledge
that can be shared on the topics of
concern. We found, as an example,
that the Clear Roads pooled fund
consortium has eight different
projects either in progress or recently
completed that bear on the 15 topics of
concern—so new knowledge and new
solutions are being generated for these
big issues and that is really good news.
But not all the news is good. There are
a number of topics where we could
not find much being done, although
we did find widespread concern about
them. For example, everyone agrees
that we need to figure out how we
can best use social media, but nobody
is really sure what the best ways are
yet. There is good news on that front,
though, with several agencies (at
the state and the city levels) trying
new ideas and we hope to get that
information in front of folk for the
2016 Snow Conference.
Table 2 shows the areas of concern
(identified in 2014) that have not yet
been addressed as fully as we would
like.
There were an additional 32 new
topics or areas of concern identified in
the 2015 session. A lot of these were
related. For example, nine of the topics
could be lumped together under the
issue of sustainable usage of ice control
materials. Four more related to trucks
(with a particular emphasis on issues
related to snowplowing with CNG

Table	
  3:	
  Topic	
  Areas	
  Raised	
  in	
  2015	
  
Sustainable	
  usage	
  of	
  ice	
  control	
  materials	
  (nine	
  topics)	
  
Trucks	
  and	
  truck	
  equipment	
  including	
  CNG	
  issues	
  (four	
  topics)	
  
Interactions	
  with	
  the	
  public	
  (six	
  topics)	
  
Legal	
  liability	
  concerns	
  (three	
  topics)	
  
New	
  Technology	
  (four	
  topics)	
  
Management	
  Practices	
  (five	
  topics)	
  
Snow	
  Storage	
  (all	
  on	
  its	
  own	
  until	
  we	
  find	
  Boston	
  and	
  Buffalo	
  again…)	
  
was how to use videos for a variety of
purposes. One idea was the concept
of creating a series of “snowfighting
101” videos for public information
purposes. Another related idea was
the notion of creating a series of videos
that shows public works employees
good ways of performing certain tasks.
The two sets of videos could be related
if appropriate. Our current work, as
a committee, includes us searching
out how many of these videos might
already be out there, so we can
publicize existing resources as a
first step.

trucks). Six related to interactions
with the public, including the issue of
social media, although it is not quite
clear what exactly the idea of “train the
politicians” fully encompassed! Three
related to legal liability concerns, and
the audience members present were in
agreement that nothing can ruin your
day quite like a four-hour deposition
about a traffic accident that happened
during winter three years ago.
The remaining ten issues were not
so easily grouped, but again, there
were some broad areas that could be
deduced, including new technology
(four topics) and management
practices (five topics). One topic was
left on its own, in deference to those
folk in Boston who were at the time
of the Snow Conference still buried
in snow (almost!)—namely snow
storage. Table 3 provides the
breakdown of the topics raised
in 2015.

Another next step for us is the old
chestnut of “where do we go from
here?” First, as mentioned above, these
topics will be of use to the program
committee for the 2016 APWA Snow
Conference as they decide on sessions
to hold. And one of those sessions will
be the third “Top Ten Issues in Winter
Maintenance” discussion, to follow on
from the first two! It is pretty clear from
the feedback we got from attendees
that they found this sort of session
very valuable and that they want to
see something like it again next year,
so if this interests you, make sure you
are in Hartford, Connecticut, May
22-25, 2016 for the next APWA North
American Snow Conference, so you
can be part of this ongoing, and very
important, discussion.

Another interesting idea that
arose at the 2015 session, that the
subcommittee will be investigating
further in our work this coming year,

Table	
  2:	
  Areas	
  of	
  Concern	
  (from	
  2014)	
  Needing	
  to	
  be	
  Addressed	
  
Cul-‐de-‐sac	
  (and	
  other	
  residential	
  street	
  designs)	
  and	
  snowplowing	
  issues	
  
Historical	
  Road	
  Conditions	
  and	
  Temperatures	
  
Intelligent	
  Ways	
  to	
  Use	
  and	
  Analyze	
  Social	
  Media	
  Content	
  
How	
  Do	
  We	
  Capture	
  the	
  Knowledge	
  
Standardized	
  Contracts	
  
Parking	
  Regulations	
  
Bike	
  Lanes	
  and	
  Other	
  Modal	
  Facilities	
  
www.apwa.net

Wilfrid Nixon can be reached at (319)
594-4447 or wilf@saltinstitute.org.
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Winter maintenance from a new perspective
R. Mark DeVries
Application Expert
Vaisala Inc., Marengo, Illinois
Chair, APWA Winter Maintenance Subcommittee

H

“

Winter operations

gets in our blood and
it is not easily left or

”

forgotten.

ave you have ever worked
in winter maintenance
operations? If so, then the
thought has probably crossed your
mind about what it will be like after
you leave. No more winter to deal with!
Perhaps you would like to move away
and never deal with it again, or just
stay home and watch as the snow falls
outside without a care in the world.
Perhaps it will be knowing that the
phone will never ring again, requiring
you to come and deal with the
snowstorm or blizzard. Or perhaps it
will bother you. Will you wake during
the night and peer outside, wondering
if the crew is out? You might feel lost
and isolated, wondering how the
situation is unfolding and wishing you
were still part of it.
The fact is, each one of us that has
been involved in winter operations will
feel and act differently. It has been my
experience that many of the people
I know, that have retired or left an
agency, have had a hard time adjusting.
Winter operations gets in our blood
and it is not easily left or forgotten. I
have seen this firsthand, as many of
my friends and former coworkers take
a new or part-time job after retiring
or leaving and get back in the snow
removal business.
I can relate to this as I have now been
out of operations for over a year. As my
friends say, “I went to the dark side”
after retiring from McHenry County. I
am no longer involved in operations,
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and I must admit, I really miss it. I
know that may be hard to comprehend
for those who live the challenges of
fighting winter each season, but it has
been an adjustment for me.
While I have found it is really not
“dark” on the other side, it is different.
For many years when hiring new
staff I discussed with them how they
will need to adjust to a public job as
compared to the private industry.
Now I am the one trying to adjust
to the changes of working in the
private industry after 34 years in the
public sector. In my situation I believe
you could compare it to a football
player going from college to the pros.
For me, everything is faster in the
private sector and accountability,
accuracy and performance are
vital to success. The bottom line is
important because the company
must be sustainable. However, in my
company, consideration is given to the
importance of a project and its value
to the industry, not just profitability.
On the public side I was accountable
to my leaders and elected officials
but also to every citizen that used our
roadways. It is not that much different
on the private side because we serve
our customers and thereby every
transportation user in the same way.
In both worlds flexibility and project
management are big issues because you
never know what the next call or e-mail
will bring. I am adapting to these
changes without too much difficulty,
but perhaps it is because I landed with

a company and employees that share
the same vision, values and ethics we
have in public works and that I have
come to believe in. I consider myself
very lucky because I am now employed
for a company that is involved in the
snow and ice industry and continues
to support all my involvement in the
winter maintenance community and
committees. In fact, it has allowed me
to look at winter with a whole new
perspective.
I do miss operations and that will
not change. I miss the planning and
the anticipation of an event. I loved
seeing that plan coming together. I
loved the feeling of accomplishment it
gives you when roadways are returned
to normal and travel is safe, despite
the havoc Mother Nature brings.
I miss working with my staff and

On the other hand, there are issues
being a manager in public works that I
have not missed. Being in public works
has many challenges. As I speak with
my friends across the country and they
talk about trying to develop and pass a
budget, deal with contracts, deal with
personnel issues, deal with political
issues and attend board meetings, I feel
their pain but am happy that in my
new role, I have none of these issues to
deal with.

vendors on new opportunities, new
products, implementing new ideas
and evaluating their effectiveness. I
miss the team environment and how
we pulled together when things were
at their worst. I really miss the daily
interaction with my staff and crew.
Perhaps my biggest challenge was my
own doing. Deciding to retire was a
hard decision but I was ready for a
new opportunity. I always planned on
continuing to work but I was insistent
on not relocating as a promise to my
family. So when I was hired I insisted I
work from my home, and I hate it! The
company has been supportive and I am
doing all the right things, but I miss
the interaction, the interruptions and
being around my friends each day. I am
adjusting but I would warn others, it is
not for everyone.

www.apwa.net

In this new role I am known as an
application expert. I am fairly new to
the company and I have made many
new friends but I also have known
several of my coworkers for many years.
I believe it is a fitting title because,
for those of you who know me, you
know how much I love sharing my
experience, teaching and presenting.
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Trying to do this while I was employed
in public works was difficult, but I
was lucky to work for a great agency
that found value in allowing me
the opportunity. Now I am happy
to say that I am doing the same in
my new role with many additional
opportunities as well.
My new employer, Vaisala, has not
only allowed me, but encouraged
me to continue to participate and
present at conferences, meetings and
for local events as well. This has given
me more flexibility than ever before.
It also keeps me in touch with all the
new developments in snow and ice
removal. Despite the fact that I am
no longer involved in operations, I
actually may know more about how
agencies are doing operations than I
did before. Instead of sending pictures
and exchanging ideas, I can now visit
agencies during winter and observe
what they are doing. I have already
had several opportunities do this. I
traveled to several different areas of
our country and it was so interesting
to see how differently agencies handle
snow and ice. I was surprised at the
lack of tools many agencies have. I was
even more surprised to see agencies
that have tools but fail to implement
the program or process so the tools are
unused. I also have witnessed some of
the best agencies in action and know
why they are models for everyone else.
I believe a lot of agencies need help and
training and perhaps don’t even realize
they need it. I love getting the chance

to experience different climates and see
how agencies respond. I was amazed
at how levels of service and methods
are different, but understand why
when you actually get to experience
the different climates. I have now
witnessed three inches of snow falling
in Colorado only to have it turn sunny
and 60 by the afternoon. I watched a
river completely freeze over and went
from summer to full-blown winter in
Alaska in just three days.
Many of my friends thought I should
consider consulting once I left the
DOT. I had no desire to begin my
own business and all the headaches
that come with that. But in this new
role, I am in consulting, and it has
taken several different directions.
I am involved in many different
projects, both here in the states, and
internationally as well. I have been
asked to participate in meetings,
participate in research, review research
and give back comments. Winter
maintenance research is new to me. I
am actually doing winter maintenance
research instead of just reviewing
it or having oversight on projects. I
am working on two national winter
maintenance research projects and
it has been very rewarding. As an
application expert, I am not in sales,
but I help our account managers by
consulting with agencies on how
they perform operations, use data to
make maintenance decisions and can
help them develop new programs. I
also have been able to help internally

within the company and develop a
new offering designed to help local
agencies. These are things I could not
have done had I stayed at the DOT.
I have also stayed involved in
our APWA Winter Maintenance
Subcommittee. I am still helping
and presenting at national and local
chapter events. I am still leading our
APWA supervisor certificate program
and it has been fantastic. It continues
to be one of the most successful
programs in APWA. I am still involved
in the Transportation Research Board
and in the AASHTO committee.
They say lightning never strikes twice
but I think it did for me. I went from
one great agency to another great
company. It has opened new doors,
and while I miss operations, I have
a new perspective on how I can stay
involved in winter maintenance
and how I can help agencies. My
good friend and now coworker, Jon
Tarleton, encouraged me to pursue an
opportunity with Vaisala and I am so
glad he did. He told me, “Once you
come to the dark side, you won’t regret
it.” Well, Jon was right and because of
that I am now able to help agencies in
new ways and continue to expand my
knowledge and share my experiences
with others.
R. Mark DeVries can be reached at (303)
262-4084 or mark.devries@vaisala.com.

“As to methods there may be a million and then some, but principles are few.
The man who grasps principles can successfully select his own methods. The
man who tries methods, ignoring principles, is sure to have trouble.”
– Ralph Waldo Emerson (1803-1882), American essayist, lecturer and poet
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Smart resource management for more effective and
efficient winter operations
Dave Bergner, M.A., PWLF
Principal, Monte Vista Associates, LLC
Mesa, Arizona
Member, APWA Winter Maintenance Subcommittee

F

ew, if any, managers responsible
for winter weather roadway
operations would say that they
have enough resources for snow and
ice control. To the contrary, nearly
all would readily agree that what
they do have is barely adequate. This
longstanding trend was worsened
by the severe economic conditions
in recent decades. Local and state
governments were already fiscally
stressed but during the Great Recession
revenues sharply plummeted. Public
works/transportation agencies bore
the brunt of budgetary reductions as
funding for capital projects, equipment
replacement and addition, routine
preservation and maintenance
programs and personnel was severely
cut back. Also, many jurisdictions
actually had an increase in lane-miles/
kilometers due to the completion of
public and private projects that were
already underway. Compounding the
problem, Levels of Service (LOS) for
snow and ice control stayed intact or
changed little. These conditions have
had adverse effects on winter weather
operations capabilities.
First, funding for materials was sharply
cut—even eliminated in several
cases—based on risky assumptions
such as: “enough materials on hand
from past season”; “next winter will be
very mild”; “if we run short then we
can pay from other funds”; and “just
use less.” But years of hard experience
have taught us that Mother Nature
is unforgiving and very tricky. Early
season storms, frequent bouts of snow

15-20 years of service life. We all know
what it’s like to keep an old car going;
at a certain point reliability decreases
and maintenance and repair costs
increase. For most public agencies it
takes months, even years, to obtain
funding to buy a new plow truck,
go through the purchasing process,
fabrication time and final preparation
for service. Unfortunately, those in
higher management or the elected
officials who approve budgets seem
oblivious to these hurdles. Public
works/transportation managers must
provide objective, valid information to
convince those officials to adequately
fund both capital and operating
budgets for snow vehicles.

and ice, and unusually excessive snow
accumulations can quickly use up
what inventory of material is available.
At that point procuring materials,
especially salt, on short notice and at a
reasonable price can be difficult.
Second, snow vehicles and equipment
are high-maintenance items. Cutting
funding for parts, service and fuel is
just poor judgment. Typically, these
same units are used throughout
the year on other maintenance and
construction work so it defies reason
to cut back on needed repairs and
maintenance. And, at a certain point,
old, worn-out vehicles are no longer
reliable and must be replaced. When a
truck, grader or loader is out of service
then the remaining units in the fleet
must handle the added workload. This
increases cycle-length, the amount of
time needed to make one complete
pass on a route. Similarly, if there
has been a substantial addition of
lane-miles/kilometers then one or
more additional trucks are needed;
otherwise, the existing routes must
be lengthened to handle the increase.
In these situations, LOS will likely
decrease. Using contractors as
substitutes is a short-term solution
but has drawbacks: what will it cost;
where is the funding coming from; are
there enough qualified and capable
contractors readily available?

Third, many agencies suffered loss of
personnel due to layoffs, resignations
and retirements. It has been very
common that the vacated positions
were “frozen” indefinitely or even
permanently eliminated. This shortage
of operators, mechanics, dispatchers
and other classifications also causes
a loss of institutional knowledge
and experience. In response to this
shortage, a number of agencies
have pressed employees from other
departments and divisions into
snow duty. Generally, use of such
auxiliary staff has been successful
but there are drawbacks—primarily
the unfamiliarity with the vehicles,
equipment, materials, methods and
routes.

Agencies have suspended or extended
equipment replacement schedules; as
an example, plow trucks that would
be replaced after 10 years are now at
www.apwa.net

When vacant positions can be filled,
finding suitable candidates is more
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challenging than in the recent past.
Young workers are more interested
in jobs other than infrastructure
maintenance. Public agencies must
also compete with the private sector
that usually offers better hourly wages.
Furthermore, the days of hiring
“any warm body” are gone; public
agencies are extensively vetting those
candidates that are considered for
employment. Agencies are also seeking
candidates that have higher education
and technical proficiency than in
the past.

Faced with these challenges, winter
weather operations managers must be
innovative and proactive. The first step
is to inventory and assess the assets
and resources, primarily fleet, facilities,
personnel and materials, currently
available. What is the composition and
condition of the vehicles, equipment
and machinery used for snow and ice
control? What repairs, maintenance
and retrofitting is needed to have all
in top condition and what are the
estimated costs?

If there is a shortage of equipment to
meet the LOS, what is needed to fill the
gap? Can equipment be borrowed from
other departments or divisions (for
example, dump trucks from Parks or
packer trucks from Solid Waste that can
be fitted with plows)? Are there other
vehicles that can be retrofitted for snow
duty such as supervisor or inspector
pickup trucks? Can any of the existing
plow trucks be fitted with wing plows,
spreaders and deicing sprayers to
enhance their capabilities?

On July 30, then-APWA
President Larry Stevens
attended an Alaska
Chapter luncheon held
at the Anchorage Public
Works Department
facility. Approximately
a dozen local chapter
members also
attended, along with
Anchorage Municipal
Manager Mike Abbott
and Alaska DOT
Commissioner Marc
Luiken. Also included
were Chapter President
Front: AK Chapter Delegate Jon Knowles and Pilot and AK Chapter President Scott Hattenburg.
Scott Hattenburg
Back: Janna and Larry Stevens
and other Executive
Committee members. “A lively discussion was held in regard to a number of topics, including reduced
funding for all levels of government due to declining oil prices, alternative revenue sources, support
of APWA memberships by Alaska DOT and APWA members services, and membership recruitment,
to name a few,” President Stevens said. “I was asked to share what APWA members across North
America are challenged with and what APWA is doing to deal with those challenges, including asset
management, infrastructure funding, and elected and appointed officials’ awareness of the importance
of public works.”
That evening, Chapter Director Rand Gaynor and his wife, Gail, hosted a salmon bake and potluck
dinner at their home outside Wasilla. A number of chapter officers and their spouses also attended.
“The food and company were tremendous,” President Stevens said. “Of course, we spent the evening
discussing additional public works topics and enjoyed the great weather.”
On July 31, Chapter President Scott Hattenburg gave President Stevens, his wife, Janna, and Delegate
Jon Knowles an up-close view of the Chugach National Park area in his personal plane. “What a ride!”
President Stevens said.
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As to a shortage of personnel, can
seasonal or part-time positions be
authorized to augment the regular,
full-time staff? It was mentioned
earlier that some agencies have used
employees from other departments;
that can be a viable option if the
employees are adequately trained and
equipped. However, their supervisors
may be resistant to providing them
time away from their regular jobs for
snow duty. Managers also need to
analyze the shift staffing and hours
of operation. Are fully-staffed shifts
needed for every storm or can smaller
crews be used for minor storms?
Winter weather operations managers
can be more flexible as to material
selection and usage; a review of
current application rates and methods
may identify a number of potential
opportunities to conserve on
materials. Just calibrating spreaders
can save a lot of material from being
wasted. Also, application rates may be
unnecessarily high; for example, using
400 pounds of salt per lane-mile on
arterials instead of 800 pounds. The
lower rate has proven to be as effective,
particularly with pre-wetting. There
are a number of deicing liquids besides
calcium chloride that augment rock
salt or can be used instead for certain
situations where salt would not be
effective.
Another major way to increase overall
productivity is route optimization,
a process to determine the most
feasible and reasonable configuration
of individual routes based on road
classifications, traffic patterns,
topography, roadway geometrics and
other factors. Many agencies have not
reviewed routes in recent years for
changes in traffic volumes, parking,
speed and turn restrictions, signal
timing, lane-mileage/kilometers
and other factors. Old reasons for

works/transportation agency managers
and executives inform elected officials
and the public well in advance of the
changes in LOS and the reasons why.
Doing “more with less” is possible
to a certain extent, but at a certain
point the reality is “doing less with
less.” Smart resource management is a
solution, not a miracle.

configuring existing routes may no
longer be valid. (As a case example,
a few years ago the new street
commissioner in an upstate New York
town discovered that the routes were
based on where elected officials and
some of their family members lived.)
Lastly, managers must determine
if they have sufficient resources
to meet the expectations of the
program’s Levels of Service. If there
is a substantial gap and no other
feasible options for improving resource
allocation, then the only logical
alternative is to redefine LOS. Bare
pavement may remain the standard for
highways and major arterials but the
LOS for collector, residential and lowvolume roads may need to be altered
while still providing adequate safety
and mobility. It is critical that public

Dave Bergner is a retired Public Works
Superintendent and member of APWA’s
Winter Maintenance Subcommittee and
the Transportation Research Board’s
Winter Maintenance Committee. He
has been involved with a number of
Clear Roads research projects on winter
operations. Dave is a frequent speaker on
policy and planning at APWA’s Winter
Maintenance Supervisor course. He can be
reached at dlbergner@gmail.com.
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Swimming Upstream: The challenges encountered
when implementing new ideas
Lee Perkins, CET
Transportation Operations Manager
City of Lethbridge, Alberta
Member, APWA Winter Maintenance Subcommittee

“T

hat will never work

winter manager will continually

here.” “We tried that

monitor their respective agency’s

ten years ago and it

politics, customer service expectations,

failed.” “The weather here is different

budgetary constraints and other

than anywhere else.” These are all

variables and propose changes when

comments the winter maintenance

the environment is right. While some

manager is familiar with. Trying to

folks may consider themselves unique,

implement significant operational

one thing is certain—when change

changes in an organization can be

needs to be implemented you will

problematic and frustrating to say the

probably be in for some “fun.”

least. Regardless of whether you may
be talking about innovative anti-icing

Development of an effective winter

techniques, experimenting with new

operations plan can be a good start

types of equipment or doing more with

before proposing operational changes.

less, facilitating change can take its toll

Not only can it help guide many of

on any winter maintenance manager.

your decisions, but since the document
will ideally be based upon the

Everyone knows that no two agencies

expectations of your elected body and

are identical. However, the savvy

the public it should help support any

Two Giletta units were introduced in 2014 with
the ability to anti-ice.

goals you are striving to achieve.
Effective communication with staff of
the identified goals is also vital to the
success when it comes to introducing
new ideas or change. Clear and concise
instructions are a must to all levels,
from managers, supervisors, foremen
and operators. Similar to strategic
business planning, all levels of the
winter maintenance operations must
be committed to a specific objective.
Making streets safer for the traveling
motorist is the ultimate goal, and
making sure it is done efficiently
and effectively must be the primary
objective of any knowledgeable winter
maintenance manager.
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Another key aspect to success when

is also an outstanding operator, the

worked and what didn’t work, can

proposing new ideas is to engage the

peer-to-peer communication can be

be invaluable. The crew will value

employees who actually perform the

highly effective. Not only is the transfer

the opinion of a knowledgeable peer

work. The old way of doing business

of knowledge and skills extraordinary

and begin to accept the change in

in many operations has been for the

but the ability to demonstrate support

philosophy and culture with a better

managers to direct and the operators

for the change in winter maintenance

understanding of the objectives. It has

to do what they have been told. While

activities and share stories of what

been said jokingly in our profession,

this philosophy may still work for
some agencies, modern management
practices and a new generation
of employees are requiring many
organizations to examine how they
“do business.” While gains here
may come in small steps, without
the buy-in of those who actually
perform the work, you will probably
be “paddling upstream without an
oar.” Don’t be afraid to assemble a
group of stakeholders before buying

Let Us Help You

CONQUER THE STORM
GVM is a leading manufacturer of anti-icing and de-icing
equipment to allow for safer roads before, during and after a
snow/ice event. Custom designed systems fit operations of
every size, and our commitment to quality guarantees long
term durability for years of professional grade use.

new equipment, reviewing operational
plans or implementing new processes.
While giving up some responsibility
and power can be very challenging
for some managers, the results can be
impressive when the process is allowed
to work. A frustrating component for
the impatient manager to remember,

Anti-Icing Systems

Automated Brine Manufacturing Systems
Calcote Pedestal Systems

however, is that changing culture
is typically a slow process and can
take years. However, it will never be
achieved if you never start. As someone
once told me, “you cannot eat the
elephant in one bite.”
De-Icing Systems

Another option the winter
maintenance manager can explore

Catch the
PowerPlatform
in Action!

is bringing in some form of external
training. This could involve anything
from asking someone from a reputable
agency that has progressed through
some of these challenges all the way
to hiring a professional consultant. In

EZ Rider Snow
& Ice Removal

this case an individual that can relate
to some of those who resist change the
most may be an extremely effective
option. If you can find someone who
is not only an excellent trainer but

Get Connected:

GVM Incorporated

GVM Inc., Snow Division • 800-458-5123 • www.gvmsnow.com • www.gvminc.com
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winter public works professionals may
have lived through similar challenges
as well and have outstanding advice
as to what worked for them and even
what may not have worked.
As the winter maintenance world
has progressed, several new practices
and alternatives have emerged over
time. One such technique is the
practice of pre-treating roadways
with chemical deicers to maintain or
restore pavement surfaces to acceptable
levels in a shorter period of time. This
practice has proven very successful
and is now considered a standard
operational tool for many progressive
agencies. Now imagine that you are in
an environment like mine where the

Liquids were introduced in 2012 for pre-wetting.

culture has been to utilize aggregates as

“you will never be considered an expert

winter maintenance activities, develop

unless you are someone from at least

a relationship with these peers, discuss

50 kilometers away from your agency.”

your particular challenges, and you will
be surprised at the information you

During the course of my career, I

can discover and share. Many seasoned

our primary treatment material instead
of chemical deicers. We have become
quite comfortable with placing vast
amounts of sand on city streets since
this practice requires limited oversight,

have seen tremendous opportunities
open up with regards to collaboration
amongst our peers. While several
years ago it may have been customary
to pretty much operate within the
confines of the boundaries of your
respective agency, technology and
training programs have opened the
door for collaborating with others in
our profession. To be a highly effective
winter maintenance professional
in today’s world, networking with
other professionals in the industry
is a must. All people in the winter
maintenance industry have a story
that starts with “you are not going to
believe this…” Going to conferences
and educational seminars will help
you develop relationships that you will
greatly benefit from. Find an agency of
similar size that has had success with
First plow and wing unit for the City of Lethbridge; three units will be in service by February 2016.
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simplistic application equipment and

achieving the quickest cleanup time

achieved. Collaborating with other

a minimal commitment to training.

you have experienced, celebrate your

winter maintenance professionals

But let’s not forget, sand application

achievements. Recognize the efforts

at events and training sponsored by

is a reactive procedure that melts no

of employees and share your success

APWA has proven invaluable. I have

snow and ice, thus making plowing

as a group to continually promote

learned from others and now from

activities more difficult as ice bonds

enhanced teamwork. Also, never

my own experiences that change can

with the pavement. As most of us have

forget the importance of praising an

be achieved with the proper training,

experienced, removal now involves

individual for a job well done when

extensive communication, and the

multiple passes with plows and warmer

changes are being implemented.

appropriate equipment. Crews need
time to adapt, mistakes will occur, but

weather, courtesy of good old “Mother
Nature,” to get back to what many

Encountering challenges, such as

as Einstein said, “the only sure way to

motorists consider a “reasonable”

limitations of current equipment,

avoid making mistakes is to have no

driving surface. And let’s not forget

poor weather information, and staff

new ideas.” The rewards for having a

that the large volumes of sand utilized

that are so dead set against using

high-performing winter maintenance

throughout the winter months

liquid deicers that they will even

team are immeasurable. The challenges

make the cleanup process long and

resort to sabotage of equipment are

may be great, but the opportunities are

tedious. And that is just the material

some of the major hurdles I have

immense.

that has not already flowed into

personally faced. While I am aware that

adjacent stormwater lines, waterways

changing culture is going to take time

Lee Perkins can be reached at (403) 320-

or ponds. Needless to say, “change

in my organization, I am encouraged

3945 or lee.perkins@lethbridge.ca.

management” now has become an

with some of the progress we have

integral component of my vast array
of responsibilities.
Staying focused and committed
to continual evaluation of your
respective winter maintenance
program to see where improvements
may be needed is something I
would recommend for all winter
maintenance managers. If the climate
is right, don’t be afraid to introduce
new level of service recommendations
to meet your agency’s service level
expectations. These initiatives really
need to be your mantra, as team
leader. Deal with issues as they arise,
keep staff informed, and always
recognize and celebrate achievements.
Keep in mind that you are not in
this “boat” alone. Change is difficult
for everyone and it will take time
and persistence. Whether it may
be the first road you have antiiced, implementing a pre-wetting
program for deicer materials, or even
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Using training and technology to decrease salt usage
Kevin Hensley, CPM, CPESC
Stormwater Supervisor
City of West Des Moines, Iowa
Member, APWA Winter Maintenance Subcommittee

T

echnology and training have

types of training opportunities

gone hand in hand for the

for management and operators.

City of West Des Moines.

The department has focused on

With an aging workforce, training has

salt reduction strategies as well as

become essential to get more seasoned

operational training. Regularly

operators on board with advanced

scheduled meetings are held to discuss

technology. The City of West Des

operational efficiencies gained or

Moines has incorporated technology

lost and to allow feedback from the

and training into the Public Works

operations staff.

Department’s snow and ice program
in many ways. The overall goal of

Six years ago, in-house training

training and technology is to reduce

was conducted with a focus on salt

the amount of salt used per event and

reduction. The idea was to introduce

maintain a high level of customer

operators to “sensible salting.”

service.

Management wanted operators to
know the “whys” behind what was

The City of West Des Moines provides yearly
training for our operators to discuss snow
operations.

Training

being asked of them—decisions such

West Des Moines’ Public Works

as why we use salt brine to pre-wet salt

Department uses many different

until pavement temperatures reach
15 degrees Fahrenheit, why we switch
to Calcium Chloride when pavement
temperatures move below 15 degrees
Fahrenheit, and why the aggressive pretreating of roadways prior to an event
are discussed during this training. One
of the more difficult hurdles during
this training is gaining the operators’
trust in reducing the amount of salt the
ground speed controller was calibrated
to apply. To coincide with this training,
the decision was made to reduce the
maximum amount of salt that could be
applied per lane mile. The controllers
are calibrated to apply a maximum of
400 lbs/lane mile without the use of
the “blast” button, which increases
the output to 800 lbs/lane mile for a
10-second period. After the operators
understood what the expectations were
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and why management makes their

ice industry and provides a thorough

to allow feedback from operators on

particular decisions, ALL the pieces

understanding of snow and ice

operational issues, equipment issues,

started coming together. This training

operations.

staffing issues and any other issues

is now used as a yearly refresher,

that may have come to light during

based on current winter maintenance

Snow critique meetings are used to

the event. These meetings are not

practices, and continues to encourage

review particular events within a week

scheduled after every event, but are

operators to use deicing material

of when substantial snow and ice event

scheduled several times during the

sensibly and responsibly.

ends. These meetings are designed

winter months to allow feedback.

A snowplow operator training (SPOT)
program was developed by operators
within our department. This program
was developed using the concept of
the Minnesota SPOT program. The
operators who developed this program
attended the Minnesota Department
of Transportation (MDOT) SPOT
program as well as the Minnesota
SPOT Train the Trainer program. The
operators returned from Minnesota
to West Des Moines with a vision of a
new program for the city that could
also be conducted on a regional level.
The operators were given the time and
latitude to develop this program and
to reach out to other organizations to
bring them on board. These operators
have since developed a Regional SPOT
committee comprised of operators
from various agencies throughout
central Iowa. This SPOT program is
used in-house as well as regionally on
an annual basis. All part-time and new
snowplow operators are trained using
this program each year. The SPOT
program and the state snowplow rodeo
have been combined in the last two
years to provide a regional training
event that is attended by agencies from
across the state of Iowa.
In a continued effort to have a
highly trained workforce, our snow
shift supervisors and many of our
operators have attended the APWA
Winter Maintenance Supervisor
Certificate program. This program was
developed by experts in the snow and
www.apwa.net
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Technology

been installed for additional data.

operation as well. Pan Tilt Zoom (PTZ)

The City of West Des Moines uses

The operators have been given full

cameras are used to monitor the start of

several different types of technology

use of this system to ensure they are

snow events, compare road conditions

during winter maintenance activities.

completing their route in the most

in different parts of the city, and

These technologies fall into two

efficient manner possible. Using this

monitor major arterial plowing efforts.

different categories: mechanical and

system, operators are able to “play

Using the traffic network cameras, a

electronic. Automatic Vehicle Location

back” how their individual route is

“virtual tour” can be taken of the entire

(AVL), traffic network cameras, on-

completed and can make adjustments

city in a few minutes, versus an hour

demand blending, various types of

as needed to increase efficiency.

or more driving the roadways. Though

plow blades, different spinner designs,

Management staff is able to monitor

this system cannot fully replace field

and accurate weather forecasting

salt inventories more effectively by

inspection, it helps the management

in conjunction with Maintenance

using our winter maintenance report.

team get a good understanding of the

Decision Support System (MDSS)

Contractors’ progress is monitored

conditions prior to driving the routes.

are among the technologies the

by the system using self-contained

Using the camera network has enabled

department is incorporating in its

portable AVL units. Residents’ concerns

our department to keep our focus on

winter maintenance program.

are easily addressed using the customer

the areas that need extra attention.

service report. This allows our
AVL is a unique technology in that

secretarial staff to utilize the system to

On-demand blending has increased our

it combines both mechanical and

determine if a particular street has been

ability to use the appropriate chemicals

electronic technologies. This system

plowed. This system has been integral

for the type of storm event expected.

has been fully integrated into the

in moving our program to the next

Operators do not have to worry about

department’s snowplow trucks.

level.

which hose to hook up to the truck or
which pumps to turn on. A fill hose is

The ground speed controllers feed
information into the system which

The traffic camera network may have

simply hooked to the truck, the truck

allows for monitoring the use of

a primary purpose to keep traffic

number is entered, the operator selects

deicing material. Temperature sensors

moving, but is has become an integral

how many gallons are needed to fill the

as well as hydraulic switches have

part in the department’s snow and ice

pre-wet or anti-icing tank, and presses
the start button. The system fills the
tank with a predetermined blend and
turns off when the operator presses
the stop button or the predetermined
gallon amount is reached.
Accurate forecasting enables the
management team to formulate a game
plan prior to a storm event arriving. A
forecast that is accurate and provides
detailed recommendations based
on all aspects of an upcoming event
takes the guesswork out of developing
an action plan. Using the forecast as
well as MDSS recommendations the
management team is able to determine
the chemical blends which will be
used for the upcoming event as well as
determine the time of the plow crew’s

The City of West Des Moines is currently using mobile technology to aid in material application
decisions.
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arrival. Accurate forecasts and MDSS

This chart shows that as lane miles increased the City of West Des Moines is continuing to use less salt. The increase in salt usage can be attributed to an
increase in service level.

can reduce the amount of overtime

blades, on a limited basis, for slush

Also, the average use of material per

paid waiting for a storm to develop.

removal. These plow technologies do

event has decreased in the years after

have a higher initial investment but

increased training efforts. Tons of

Plow blade technology has come a

have a much longer useful life, as well

salt used per year have decreased in

long way since the use of straight

as increased plowing effectiveness.

correlation with the number of events

carbide blades. Realizing that plowing

per year. The City of West Des Moines’

is the most effective way to remove

Getting it all to come together

Department of Public Works continues

snow and ice from the roadways, West

The goal of the department’s program

to train employees discussing current

Des Moines has started to integrate

is to provide training and technology

methods for snow and ice removal

composite blades and multi-plow

to reduce the amount of salt used per

with an emphasis on new technology

blades into our fleet. Blades with

storm event and maintain a high level

to provide a high level of customer

carbide or ceramic impregnated into

of customer service. The training and

service using deicing material in a cost-

a rubber blade have increased our

technology that are provided to our

effective manner.

plowing efficiency greatly. These

employees have yielded success in both

blades are quieter and provide better

a continued high level of service and

Kevin Hensley can be reached at (515)

cutting action than the traditional

a reduction of salt used. Lane miles of

222-3480 or kevin.hensley@wdm.iowa.

steel/carbide blades. Rubber squeegee

pavement have continually increased

gov.

blades are currently being used in

over the past ten years as salt usage

conjunction with our composite

has declined over the past five years.
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Ignorance is not bliss
Jon Tarleton
Head of Transportation Marketing
Vaisala Inc., St. Louis, Missouri
Member, APWA Winter Maintenance Subcommittee

D

“

The more they

know, the more likely
they are to help you

”

do your job!

oes the community you serve
with snow and ice removal
know your operations? I mean
it! How well do they know you? So
what, right? Isn’t public works and
maintenance supposed to be the quiet
force keeping everything running
and out of the public spotlight? Many
agencies view the spotlight as a place
to avoid because no matter what,
someone will not like what you are
doing. But is avoiding the spotlight
altogether the answer? What about
those cars left in the street on a snow
route, or people that pass your plows,
or the residents that call and say “there
has not been a plow on our street in
eight hours and we have somewhere to
go!”? Is it the insensitive and thankless
world we live in today, or could it be
something else? Yes, is the answer to
that question. People do seem to be
more insensitive these days and this
article is certainly not going to try and
solve that problem, but how many of
those residents could simply just be
uninformed? Does your agency reach
out to them with information about
who you are and what you are trying to
do? They should!
Working alongside winter
maintenance professionals for twenty
years I have had many different roles
with my company. I began as a road
weather meteorologist and have spent
much of my time writing and speaking
for APWA using that background as
a meteorologist and my experiences.
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However, for the past nine years I have
been in a marketing role. Marketing
is one of those roles in our world
that is often misunderstood, just like
winter maintenance. Even people
that have worked in business all their
lives can struggle with understanding
marketing. In the simplest terms
marketing is defining who you are as a
company or agency, defining who your
audience is, what your message is, and
how you are going to get your image
and message to those people. If you are
like most public works agencies you
have likely thought this: “As long as
we do a great job, they will be happy.”
That statement is missing one very
important piece— your residents. They
are part of your equation, and if they
are informed and brought into your
operations, they just might help you do
a better job.
Why does it matter what the public
knows? It can help them understand
a lot, and take some of the burden off
your support staff. If a resident knew
the plan is for their street to be plowed
every eight hours, and that bare
pavement was not the goal until storm
cleanup, wouldn’t that help them
understand what you are doing and
might prevent many of the calls to the
agency? Without providing someone
with an expectation of service they are
left to determine what they would like
to see. As an example, if you ordered
a pizza to be delivered to your home,
and they gave you no mention of how

long it would take, you might expect
it to take fifteen to thirty minutes. If it
showed up in forty-five minutes you
might be upset, but if they told you
when you ordered that it would arrive
in forty-five minutes then you would
be a happy customer. If you don’t set
expectations people will create their
own! What if you told them that by
keeping all vehicles off the streets
or snow routes, cleanup time can be
shortened by one to two hours? If you
explain the benefit to someone they
are more likely to help you reach your
goal because now they have an interest
in you reaching your goal, and they see
how they can help.

you are doing this exercise it is also a
good idea to state how you wish to be
viewed by the community. Having this
well established, and most importantly
written down, will provide you with
the foundation for good marketing of
your operations.

I am not suggesting you send everyone
a copy of your policies and procedures.
It is too long, and they likely would
still not understand what you do. So
what should you do? First, more than
likely you have a communication
officer, media relations, or something
similar within your agency. You should
begin by involving them, as they are
likely the gatekeeper of your agency’s
communication to the community,
they have experience to prepare
quality messaging, and can help you
do the “heavy lifting” surrounding
communicating. Once you have had
a meeting or discussion, sit down
with them and begin to draw up a
plan together. I don’t recommend you
simply ask them for the plan. It is very
possible that they also do not know
much about your operations, and what
the residents really need to know and
do. Here are the steps to follow.

Environmentally safe – low VOC’S, contains
no hazardous petroleum solvents, and is
non-flammable.

Before you can explain yourself to the
outside world, the first thing you must
do is define who you are. I know that
may sound a bit bizarre, but before you
can communicate anything you first
must be able to define yourself. While

Next, begin crafting the actual
messages. If that sounds
overwhelming, begin with bullet point
statements. Possibly group them into
categories, such as treatment methods,
operational procedures, and action
items you need the community to
do during a snow storm. As you are

ARMOUR-SEAL
Frame & Component Encapsulant
Finally an undercoating you can apply
in your shop with your personnel.
Easy application – with the air operated
PISTOL-GRIP Spray gun. No mixing!

Superior corrosion protection – meets the
Military Spec TT-C-520-B Salt Test and
Chloride Spray Test, exceeding 1000 hours.
Budget friendly – only 2 to 4 quarts protects
frames and components for years.

NEUTRO-WASH
Salt & Chloride Neutralizer

Removes white salt residue left behind from
pressure washing with detergents – use
NEUTRO‑WASH before applying ARMOUR‑SEAL.
Put a stop to corrosion and expensive repairs –
enjoy more efficient equipment that works harder,
lasts longer and looks better.
Save thousands of dollars simply by protecting the
equipment you already have in your fleet.

PROTECTION • PRESERVATION • PERFORMANCE

www.rhomar.com
solutions@rhomar.com
www.apwa.net
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Follow us on Instagram

@apwagram
Follow us on Twitter

@apwatweets
creating these statements think of
telling someone that has no knowledge
of your operations, such as a neighbor,
your child’s teacher, a manager at the
grocery store, or anyone that might
read it. By thinking of them it will
naturally make you consider their
ability to understand you and gauge
their reaction. If you are using words
like “anti-icing,” “freeze point” or
“spinner” you might lose them in your
vocabulary. Remember, do not assume
they have a background in chemistry,
meteorology, or truck design. The more
you assume the more you will distance
your agency from the community.
Your message can’t be too simple. An
excellent example of this is when the
National Weather Service wanted to
create a messaging campaign about
lightning awareness. They went with
the slogan, “When Thunder Roars, Go
Indoors!” How much simpler can it
be? It’s a perfect way to remind people
when they hear thunder to get to
safety.
Remember that it should not just
be about words. Today’s younger
generations respond better to visual
messaging. Pictures, diagrams and
videos all provide further explanation,
and many times easier than a short
paragraph. Don’t have time or
the money for expensive videos?
Remember that nearly every one of
your crew is walking around with a
camera and a video recorder (their
smartphone), and there are many
action/adventure video cameras
available for very little cost. Getting
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video and images to support your
messaging will make it go a lot further
to the viewer.
Once you have all of the messaging
documented, and some visual
supporting information captured or
planned, it is time to reach the masses.
For community outreach here is
where it can get tough, because the
demographic of the community is so
large. The way you will reach a senior
citizen is very different than a sixteenyear-old, and both are on your roads.
So just like before, think of that wide
assortment of people you run into in
your community every day, and think
where they would turn for information
frequently. Even better, ask them! In
the end you will likely determine that
many forms of communication media
are necessary. Luckily in today’s highly
digital world there are a lot of free, or
nearly free types, of communication
because I am not suggesting you
request a big advertising/media
relations budget. One free method is
that your agency should be active on
social media, and that is a great way to
reach the younger drivers. However,
don’t discount the older crowd from
social media either! One report I read
recently claimed that 59% of seniors
over sixty-five used social media in
2013. Social media is a great media
for outreach because it is a location
that people typically go for leisure, so
learning about their community is a
very relevant topic at that moment of
their day. Yes, social media can be a
scary thing, and if we say the wrong
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thing it can turn on us; however, if you
stick to the messaging you created,
and follow the policies of your agency,
it can be a great tool. One example of
using it effectively most recently is that
a local police department did a live
Twitter ride along one of their officers
during his shift. What if you did that
for a snowplow driver? In addition
to social media, make sure the public
works section of your agency’s website
has more than just a mission statement
of what you do. Remember, people turn
to search engines for information these
days, so make sure there is something
to find and the search engines can
find it. Besides the newer digital tools
available do not forget about the more
traditional avenues such as community
events, local news media, portable or
fixed variable roadway message signs,
and other free modes of outreach.
The key to marketing winter
maintenance is to remember that
knowledge is power, and don’t think
your community is not interested in
what you are doing. In the winter your
operations determine if they have
school, if they can make it to work
safely, and if can get to grandmother’s
house for dinner. The more they know,
the more likely they are to help you do
your job!
Jon Tarleton has been a transportation
meteorologist for 20 years in North
America providing operational decision
forecasting and support to transportation
authorities needing to make critical
decisions. He is a member of the APWA
Winter Maintenance Subcommittee and
routinely speaks on road weather. Jon
is currently the Head of Transportation
Marketing for Vaisala and can be reached
at (303) 436-2943 or jon.tarleton@
vaisala.com.

APWA Donald C. Stone Center

for Leadership Excellence in Public Works

DCS

Donald C. Stone Center

The Donald C. Stone Center (DCS) honors the public works leader it was named for

DCS

by offering an outstanding opportunity for professional development at all levels. No

matter your skill set, DCS offers a credentialing program that is designed to challenge,
motivate and improve your critical thinking in the public works arena.

As a participant, you’ll not only take part in traditional curriculum, but you’ll also have
access to your very own personal mentor to guide you through the program and offer

real-world advice and expertise. As you move through the program, you’ll discover the
knowledge, skills and experiences needed to contribute growth within your own
organization and community.

Now Accepting
Applicants
for the Center
Donald
C. Stone
Leadership & Management Career Path
Take the next step in advancing your
public works career!
•

Become a more effective public works leader

•

Strengthen your public works job skills

•

Access the important public works training you need

•

Gain credentials that demonstrate your public works knowledge

The most comprehensive education, training and professional development in public works.

Visit www.APWA.net/DCS
Get Started Today!
Application Deadline
is October 14, 2015.
Additional information on the upcoming Technical Specialty and Professional Career
Path opportunities is available on the DCS website.

Gambling against Mother Nature
Eric Hartmann
Vice President of Sales
Tovar Snow Professionals
East Dundee, Illinois

W

hen considering styles
of contracts for the snow
season, public works
directors and government officials are
typically faced with three different
options: hourly, per occurrence, or
seasonal. Each has its own pros and
cons and the goal of this article is to
help you to make an informed decision
the next time you seek a snow RFP.
Hourly proposals are clear cut in
that you get what you pay for and you
pay as you go. However, when you look
a bit closer, things may not be as clear
cut as they seem. Issues with hourly
agreements can potentially stem from
the operators behind the machine. Are
they making the most efficient use of
their time with their plow pattern? Are
you paying for the “training” of a new
employee while they learn the ropes on
your lot? Is it on your dime when the
machine is warming up in the corner
of your lot and the operator is drinking
coffee? These are questions that should
be addressed during the sales process.
It is improbable, though, that anyone
will inform you that a new recruit will
be in charge of your lot.
Snow removal often occurs in the
middle of the night when the lot
is at its least capacity. Accuracy in
bookkeeping can become a potential
issue. Even if services are rendered
during the day, do you plan on having
one of your employees keeping tabs on
who is on your site and for how long?
Chemical is typically priced on per ton
or per bag basis. The disadvantage to
this style of pricing is knowing exactly
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the quantity used. It takes varied
amounts of different types of chemical
to get the job done as different factors
must be considered. One factor is
ground temperatures. Salt granules
are visible on your lot and walks after
service. It’s easy to know the job was
done, but how do you justify how
much chemical was applied?
Per Occurrence proposals are also
pay as you go. Every push and chemical
application has its own set price and
the weather dictates what you pay.
For these types of agreements, the
contractor will engineer each site in
advance in order to get the job done as
efficiently as possible. There is no need
to worry about the operator warming
up equipment on the lot since the
contract is per occurrence (paying
per push). Chemical is set up per
application instead of per ton and per
bag for these bids. This is an advantage
since it removes any guessing. As stated
above, it will take varied amounts of
chemical to get the job done as the
season progresses. This is attributed
to the position of the sun as well as
ground temperatures. Depending on
the type of winter we are facing and
your hours of operation, these services
can add up.
Seasonal proposals are a gamble,
being that you’re putting all your
chips in the middle of the table at
the start of the contract trusting that
it is going to snow. Someone always
loses on a seasonal agreement. The
customer wins during a heavy year
and the contractor wins during a light
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year. Seasonal agreements can be great
from a budgetary standpoint as you
know what you will pay. However, if we
experience a light winter, you’re still
on the hook for the seasonal amount.
Seasonal agreements typically have a
cap (40”, 50” or 60”). Some contractors
are gamblers too and offer seasonal
unlimited agreements. Unlimited
agreements aren’t as prevalent in the
marketplace after last season’s recordsetting winter.
An advantage of seasonal agreements
is there is no need to keep tabs on
contractor’s time onsite provided
the work meets expectations. A
disadvantage is that during a heavy
winter or when salt supplies run low,
a contractor may try to cut back on
service since the allotted amount of
labor and chemical allocated for the
lot/walks at a facility may be exhausted
before the end of the season. This can
be alleviated by checking contractor
references during the sales process and
holding their feet to the fire to ensure
contractual obligations are met.
Ultimately, there is no right or wrong
answer to which methodology is the
best. It depends on your particular
needs, budget, and threshold for safety.
The best recommendation I can offer
would be to stick with a particular style
for 3-5 years as the winters should even
out. Weather is fickle and switching
methods to follow the previous season
isn’t your best bet.
Eric Hartmann can be reached at
ehartmann@tovarssnow.com.

BUILDING THE PUBLIC SECTOR:

One Leader at a Time
New Program Starts October 23, 2015
REGISTER TODAY!
APWA has once again partnered with renowned Public Sector Advocate and
Leadership Development Innovator, Ian Hill, to create this first-of-its-kind
program that will equip participants with the leadership competencies and tools
the times require. One Leader at a Time incorporates the best elements of the
successful Leadership in Changing Times program while offering new tools and
concepts to help participants fulfill their full leadership potential.
Full Series
Building the Public Sector: One Leader at a Time has been designed for every
member of your department and offers three flexible tracks of learning for
Executive Leaders, Emerging Leaders and Front Line staff. Participants will learn
how to generate sustained performance improvement and discover new skills for
success that are needed in today’s rapidly changing world.
Executive Track
Individuals not interested in signing your agency up for the full training package
(Director, Emerging Leader, Front Line Staff Tracks) may register their executivelevel leadership for the Director Track only.
Each track includes:
· 5 live video stream workshops (one every three weeks).
· Live video chat support coaching sessions (between the learning sessions).
· Weekly reinforcement and motivational emails.
· A learning portal containing on-demand video archives of all sessions, all
materials and a support forum for the dynamic exchange of information.
· The learning portal will be available for continuous use for an entire
year after the initial 15-week program ends.

Don’t wait, sign up today!

For more information, visit www.buildingthepublicsector.org.

ASK ANN...

Q

“It seems like there was a real
push for agencies to buy hybrid
vehicles for some time and then
you don’t hear as much about it
now. What has changed? Is the ‘go
green’ movement not as strong as it
once was?”

A

Those following fleet sales have
several factors they believe
are contributing to the slowdown
in purchasing alternative-fueled
vehicles. Included are: the lower cost
of gasoline; higher miles per gallon
of gasoline-powered vehicles; and
higher cost of alternative-fuel options.
Range limitation and infrastructure
of public charging stations or CNG
filling stations has also come into play.
With gas at a four-year low and new
vehicle sales hitting a record high of
24.1 mpg in 2014 and the fact that the
mid-size internal combustion engine
(ICE)-powered cars are consistently
rated in the mid-30s mpg range, it all
makes the return on investment take
even longer to balance out. Another
study has indicated that “going green”
is perceived in different ways. From the
retail consumer’s point of view, other
than just being green, cost of entry,
corporate image, and ROI are major
decision-making factors. For many
commercial or government fleets, it is
all about mandates to sustainability.
Many of the large fleet management
companies have reported that even
with higher fuel efficiency of hybrid
vehicles, gasoline-powered models,
over the past three years, have been
driven more miles during their in60
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service time than hybrid models. Add
the cost of additional technology
included in hybrids and the cost is
even higher. The consensus seems to
be that the most direct cause can be
traced to the steadily decreasing price
of gasoline at the pump combined
with the increasing fuel economy of
all vehicles being sold. Retrofitting
to serve electric cars and natural gas
vehicles has also slowed the forward
growth of alternative-fueled vehicles;
especially in government fleets. We
can’t always have what we want or
what our elected officials would like
us to have if we can’t find the funds
to justify greater expenditures for the
purpose of “sustainability” when
what we currently have in place is
working well.

Q

“I know I heard a speaker talk
about ‘Road Diets’ but I wasn’t
particularly interested at the time
and didn’t pay close attention.
Now I’ve been asked to determine
whether this process might work on
some of our streets. Can you give
me a smattering of information
to get me started or contact
information?”

A

I’m happy to share information
with you. A classic Road Diet
converts an existing four-lane
undivided roadway segment to a
three-lane segment consisting of two
through lanes and a center two-way
left turn lane. Statistics from the
Federal Highway Administration Safety
group show the Road Diet improves
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safety by including a protected leftturn lane. The FHWA has just released
a new resource, the Road Diet Desk
Reference, which is a handy guide and
provides a snapshot of what the Road
Diet configuration looks like, describes
how it decreases potential vehicle
conflicts, explains why Road Diets are
an important tool for improving safety
and mobility on roadways, and gives
examples of localities that have seen
safety benefits from applying the Road
Diet configuration. Many localities
are unaware that a Road Diet, which
reduces the number of lanes in the road
cross-section, is an important safety
countermeasure, decreasing vehicleto-vehicle conflicts that can contribute
to rear-end, left-turn, and sideswipe
crashes by removing undivided inside
lanes from multiple roadways. In fact,
studies indicate both a 19 to 47 percent
reduction in overall crashes when a
Road Diet is installed on a previously
four-lane undivided facility, as well as
a decrease in crashes involving drivers
under 35 and over 65 years of age.
By reducing the number of available
travel lanes, the configuration offers
the added benefit of allowing roadway
“real estate” to be reallocated for other
uses, such as bike lanes, pedestrian
refuge islands, transit pullouts, and
parking. This makes roadways more
accessible and useful to all road users.
For more information on the Road Diet
configuration, or to download a copy
of the new Road Diet Desk Reference,
please visit http://safety.fhwa.dot.gov/
road_diets.

Q

A

“Is there a different traffic
control program for work
zones on unpaved roads? We have
issues in the rural areas and can’t
always follow all the guidelines for
major highway/street projects.”

A

You’re in luck! Temporary Traffic
Control for Work-Zones on Unpaved
Roads was created to supple the 2009
edition of the national Manual on
Uniform Traffic Control Devices (MUTCS)
by providing commentary to assist
agencies responsible for maintenance
and construction on unpaved
roadways in identifying temporary
traffic control for these activities.
The document addresses temporary
traffic control concepts for unpaved
roads, types of work zone activities on
unpaved roads, and Temporary Traffic
Control plans. Check the website at
www.workzonesafety.org for more
information.

Q

“I was at Congress in
Phoenix and heard that the
Accreditation program has reached
100 agencies. That’s great. What
type of training is available to help
a city or county get started in the
process?”

host agency; with all their staff being
trained at one time. Any way you slice
it, the training is great and accelerates
the ability of the department to
understand the process and how to
proceed, along with making contacts
with those who can provide in-depth
insight. Let me know if your chapter or
branch would be interested in hosting
a workshop. The Silicon Valley Chapter
just did so with their members and it
was a great experience. Or, if you don’t
want to wait for that to occur, contact
me for a date to train on your own site.
As Nike says, “Just Do It!”

We are excited to celebrate
102 Accredited agencies as of
Congress and have 36 more in the
pipeline and that number grows
almost weekly. Training can be received
in one of three ways: National Self
Assessment Workshop, which was
held on the Saturday prior to Congress
and happens each year on that
same date; Chapter/Branch Hosted
Workshop; or an Onsite Workshop
for an individual city/county/special
district. The training material is the
same at each workshop. The cost is the
major difference. To attend a National
workshop, each registrant must pay
$300 and provide their own travel,
hotel, meals, etc. So the cost can run
up quickly unless you are sending
someone to Congress anyway. The
Chapter/Branch sponsorship covers
the cost of $700 for the workshop
material; airfare, hotel, and meals for
one presenter; and usually doesn’t
exceed $1,500 AND members from
chapters and branches can bring
as many folks for their individual
agencies as they would like to receive
the training! Great member benefit!
The Onsite Workshop has the same
fees attached but is exclusively for the

Ask Ann...
Please address all inquiries to:
Ann Daniels
APWA Director of Accreditation
2345 Grand Blvd., Suite 700
Kansas City, MO 64108-2625
Fax questions to: (816) 472-1610
E-mail: adaniels@apwa.net
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Works Congress & Exposition in Phoenix.
The deadline to reserve your space is October 9; the materials
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ADVERTORIAL
collectiveGov™: Specialized Fleet and Asset Management
Software for Government

T

he collectiveGov software system

Gather Better Data

seamlessly brings together all

Through an easy-to-use interface,

of your asset, maintenance,

configurable workflows, and flexible

inspection, employee, and inventory

security options, collectiveGov makes

data into one easy-to-use solution.

getting good data easy and achievable.
With this data you’ll be able to:

With input from government fleet and
asset managers, as well as experience
in the industry, collectiveGov is
tailored to the needs of government

•
•

to help solve their unique challenges.

Have the records required for
regulatory compliance

fleet operations through a variety of
specialized reports, features, and screens

Increase asset availability

•

Monitor cost trends

•

Increase accountability

•

Reduce parts inventory on hand

•

Budget and plan for asset
replacements with ease

Improve Productivity
The ability to find and provide reports
in half the time, fill out less paperwork,
and keeping your tasks organized is just
the beginning. Bill other departments
appropriately for services, manage lease
rates for vehicles, keep track of markups
for work, or even provide incentives for
good driving to specific departments.
Any unique situation can be handled
with the collectiveGov system.
•

Automatically send e-mail
notifications and reports to anyone
within the organization

•

Screens adapt for use on tablets and smart phones.
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Simplify complicated processes

Ad Hoc reporting allows for easy custom report creation with drag-and-drop functionality.

•

Improve technician productivity
through quick access to repair
histories, simple work order entry,

•

100+ standard reports

•

“Ad Hoc” report generator for quick

Save time and make your job easier

•

by simplifying how you schedule
maintenance, order parts, monitor

•

employee certifications and much
more
•

•

through business intelligence. Useful
information provided by collectiveGov

“make do” with software that doesn’t

Key performance indicator (KPI)

do what you want. Because many

dashboards

fleet and asset management systems
are built to handle every industry, it

Advanced report editor that allows

will oftentimes come up short when
trying to meet the needs of government
operations.

Powerful filtering system for drilling
down for specific information

•

Gain Incredible Insight
With better data comes better insight

today’s world you shouldn’t have to

for infinite reporting possibilities

Spend less time preparing reports
sent to upper management

Technology changes quickly, and in

and easy custom reports on-the-fly

available warranties, and more
•

Configurable to Specific Needs

•

If you’d like to learn more about the

Print, e-mail, or export any report

collectiveGov fleet and asset management

to .csv or .pdf

software system, please call Collective
Data toll free at 800-750-7638 or visit

Charting and grouping options for

www.collectivegov.com.

data analysis and trending

will help you in all the decisions you
make.
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ADVERTORIAL
Solar pumping addresses leachate seepage at old,
closed Illinois municipal landfill
Urbana assistant city engineer cites cost savings,
low maintenance

T

he town dump may be long
closed, but the responsibilities
and liabilities linger for
municipal officials across the country.
With leachate seeping from a closed
city-owned landfill in Downstate
Illinois, the City of Urbana’s public
works department installed a solarpowered pump in late 2014 to pump
down the leachate levels.
The 24-acre site, operating as the city
landfill since the 1970s and closed in
the 1980s, required an efficient and
low-cost solution to address leachate

seepage along the perimeter slopes of
the landfill. The city previously had
used waste-pump trucks to remove
leachate and haul it to the local
sanitary district wastewater treatment
plant.
Early in November 2014, the solar
pump was fitted to an existing 4-inchdiameter, 25-foot-deep leachate
recovery well. A few weeks later, the
pump was shut down for the winter,
and then restarted in April 2015.
The city then experienced the wettest
June in recorded weather history.
Yet by August 27,
nine months after
installation, leachate
levels were down
1.33 feet, with
more than 92,000
gallons pumped.
Brad Bennett, the
assistant city engineer
overseeing the site,
was “very happy” with
the result. “We operate
as long as there is
sunlight”—14 hours
or more a day during
summer, averaging
roughly 550 gallons
per day, he said.
As with many closed
municipal sites,
the Illinois landfill
is not served by
electrical power,

Solar-powered system pumps leachate
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which makes leachate pumping more
challenging. Solar power was an
attractive alternative, eliminating the
need to run several hundred feet of
underground power line, Bennett said.
The selected pump, the Apollo Solar
Piston Pump™ from Blackhawk
Technology Company (www.
blackhawkco.com), was also noted for
its simplicity of linear-rod design and
operation. Installation was easy and
uncomplicated.

Cost savings
“We also liked the low maintenance,”
Bennett said. “And it has cost savings
over using waste-truck pumps to pump
out the leachate.”
The obvious objective of the pumping
is to prevent leachate seepage from
along the perimeter slopes of the
landfill, but have the seeps been
eliminated? According to Bennett,
it’s still too early to say. The site had
not been pumped for the previous
four years, soggy weather has been a
significant factor and there currently is
only one pump onsite.
But he says that so far he is pleased.
“The pump has worked very well and is
meeting our expectations.”
Contact: mbertane@blackhawkco.
com.

ADVERTORIAL
Bonnell Industries Inc. introduces Commander Series
Dump Bodies

C

ommander evokes visions of a
leader, authority, control. A
commander supports with the
reliability of a trusted friend. Integrity
is often associated with Bonnell
Industries, Inc. Integrity in time
spent on manufacturing, in customer
relations, and in longstanding business
relationships.
Combine Commander and Integrity and
the result: Commander Series of dump
bodies exclusive to Bonnell Industries.
This innovative design features a
unique prism shape tapering toward
the middle of the body and toward the
back of the unit. The distinctive design
efficiently directs material to the center
of the dump body for quick dispersal
without raising it.
Joe Bonnell, president of Bonnell
Industries, explains, “Bonnell
Commander Series bodies are
engineered as a money-saving, gamechanging municipal body. These units
allow running it as a salt truck in
winter months, and then convert easily
to gravel, sand, dirt, etc. in warmer
months. The tailgate and spinner
assembly are designed to give the truck
operator maximum ease of use.”

• 30.5” wide
conveyor width
utilizing 667xh
stainless pintle
chain and belt
over chain
• Rear discharge
center
conveyor
powered
by motor/
planetary
gearbox
combination

Bonnell Commander

• Dual auger
system available – conveyor system
• Body sidewall shape provides ideal
location for optional pre-wet tank
system
• Fully welded body compliant to AWS
welding standards

Located in northern Illinois 90 miles
west of Chicago, Bonnell Industries is
a leading truck equipment distributor
in northern Illinois. Through our
nationwide distributor network, we
supply snowplows, spreaders, leaf
vacuums, and road maintenance
equipment for municipalities
throughout the country.

• 0” - 8” infinite rear slide gate
opening
• Twin pneumatic cylinders lock
tailgate into position with overcenter latches
• Reinforced longsill and cross
member design provides superior
body strength

“We take pride in the quality products
and services we offer. Our dedicated
and loyal employees are critical in our
success and will ultimately pave the
way for expansion in the future,” stated
Bonnell.

• Removable .25” conveyor floor

Commander features include:

• Double-acting trunnion hoist
cylinder with nitrided shaft

• Prism-shaped body design efficiently
unloads a variety of materials
without lodging

• 1.5” diameter tailgate pins on
double-acting, 6 panel tailgate

• Body available in carbon steel,
stainless steel or other materials
upon request

“Municipalities benefit by running
this multipurpose truck throughout
the year, which translates to year-long
savings. The integrity is in our Bonnell
name,” said Bonnell.

• Manually adjusted conveyor chain
take-up bearings

For Commander information or to join
Bonnell as a distributor, call 815-2843819.

• Stainless steel subfloor protects truck
chassis from contamination
www.apwa.net
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MARKETPLACE
Products in the News

Tippmann Post Driving Equipment introduces
side mount adapter for driving u-channel posts
Tippmann Side Mount
Adapter fastens quickly to all
u-channel posts ranging in
size from 2 lb. per foot all the
way up to a 4 lb. per foot post.
Whether you are driving an 8 ft.
post or a 14 ft. post, this adapter
will allow you to drive from a
height you are comfortable with
and your feet on the ground.
This adapter is equipped
with 11 sturdy attachment
pins, which fit all major
manufacturer u-channel hole
patterns. The side mount adapter is then held in place by a
long retaining pin and clevis. Learn more about this adapter
as well as view online video demonstrations by visiting
propanehammer.com. Or call toll free for a free brochure:
(866) 286-8046.

ClearSpan™ is the industry leader for sand and
salt storage
ClearSpan™
Fabric
Structures,
the preferred
choice for
sand and
salt storage,
provides design-build and energy-efficient solutions for
material, equipment and other storage needs. Just recently,
the Township of Wayne Department of Public Works in
Wayne, N.J., installed a 65’ wide by 100’ long ClearSpan
Hercules Truss Arch building for their salt supply. The
ClearSpan buildings feature abundant natural light and
spacious interiors without support posts. With minimal
foundation requirements, the structures can be permanent
or temporary, and are easy to relocate. Made in the USA,
66
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they can be built to any length and up to 300’ wide.
According to George Holzapfel, Wayne’s public works
director, “[The building] is well received. Material stored is
safe from the elements and access for trucks and equipment
is excellent.” For more information, call 1-866-643-1010 or
visit www.clearspan.com/ADAPWA.

Reduce your slip and fall liability this winter
with STAND-UP Freeze Resistant Liquid Deicer
New STAND-UP
helps facilities
mitigate their
slip and fall
liabilities by
completely
clearing away
slippery ice
and snow pack
from their steps,
walkways and ramps. STAND-UP is a great alternative to salt
around facilities since it keeps working even after the sun
goes down. STAND-UP will not track into buildings, and
it will not damage expensive stamped concrete and brick
pavers like salt can. For more information, watch a short
video of STAND-UP in action at www.rhomar.com or call
(800) 688-6221.

Vaisala Truck Weather Sensors
Vaisala offers a
suite of products
that mount to
your truck, and
provide you with
real-time road
conditions.
Surface Patrol
provides air and
pavement temperature in a cost-effective and very reliable
solution. Condition Patrol adds road condition (dry, wet,
icy) and a road friction all displayed with a smart phone.

Using weather sensors from Vaisala means you are getting
accurate readings to make the best decisions. For more
information, visit our website at www.vaisala.com.

ACDelco Service Training for Fleets: GM OE
& Aftermarket products can lower operating
expenses
Did you know
that using
ACDelco
GM OE and
Aftermarket
products can
lower your
fleet’s operating
expenses? ACDelco offers a wide variety of training
courses for GM, non-GM vehicles, Hybrid and Alternative
fuel vehicles. In order to support your needs and schedules,
ACDelco offers three formats of training: web-based,
seminars and instructor led. The Technician Training Paths
are maintained with the ACDelco Learning Management
System (LMS). For qualifying Key Fleet accounts, this
training is complimentary. For more details about the
ACDelco Key Fleet Program, ACDelco parts and access to the
LMS training, see your supplying ACDelco Distributor or go
to acdelcotechconnect.com.

DSC Dredge contributes to Gulf Coast barrier
island reconstruction
J.E. Borries Inc., a
full-service marine
construction and
dredging company
based on the
Mississippi Gulf
Coast, recently
took delivery
of an 8-inch
Badger Class
dredge by DSC Dredge, LLC. The Badger Class 8” x 8”
Cutterhead Dredge is ideal for smaller dredging jobs
where more compact equipment is required due to work area
limitations. With a working width of just under 10 feet and
an overall length of 54 feet including the ladder, the Badger
Class dredge can be maneuvered by dredging contractors into
harder-to-reach waterways not accessible by larger crafts, yet
it still can dig to a depth of 20 feet at a 60-degree down angle
on the ladder. For more information about DSC Dredge, LLC
and its products and services, visit www.dscdredge.com.

City of Davenport opens new fabric building to
house public buses
The City of
Davenport, Iowa,
has opened a new
bus storage
facility for
the Davenport
CitiBus public
transportation
system. The
tension fabric
structure was designed, manufactured and installed by
Legacy Building Solutions. The building features a firerated, 15-ounce fabric roof attached to Legacy’s innovative
solid steel frame. It measures 300 by 70 feet, with a peak
height of 31 feet, 4 inches, and can hold approximately
25 buses at one time. Each endwall of the tension fabric
structure features three doors—two 16-foot-wide by
13½-foot-tall, and one 20-foot-wide by 13½-foot-tall—
allowing buses to enter on one side and exit out the other.
For more information, call (320) 258-0500 visit www.
legacybuildingsolutions.com.

Neal Manufacturing upgrades DA-350
sealcoating machine to increase productivity
and ease of use
Neal Manufacturing,
an industry pioneer
and leader in asphalt
sealcoating equipment,
upgraded its DA-350
Dual Applicator
sealcoating machine
to enhance productivity
and ease of use. The
three-wheeled, selfpropelled unit has a
350-gallon tank and
allows contractors to apply sealcoat with squeegee and spray
systems. Neal added a high-powered blower to the front
of the DA-350 to help users quickly and easily prepare the
surface for sealcoat application. To improve ease of use and
operator efficiency, Neal redesigned the DA-350’s control
panel so users can access all electrical controls from one
centralized location. Since many sealcoating jobs are done
at night when there is less traffic, Neal added LED working
lights to the front and back of the machine so contractors
can easily work into the darkness. For more information, call
(770) 830-1282 or visit www.nealequip.com.
www.apwa.net
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Outdoor-lighting control product upgrades from
Echelon
Echelon recently
announced
the following
outdoor-lighting
control product
upgrades:
Bluetooth
microwave sensor/
controllers that
use Doppler radar
and FFT to adjust
brightness for
vehicles at more
than 400 ft.,
pedestrians at 100 ft. MWX-LVE-180U and -90U models
have 10x reach of infrared sensors; 480V support for TOP900
wireless controller, featuring power supply that operates
from 100V to 480V, saving installation costs for applications
that require higher voltages; support for Calif. Title 24
requirements for parking garage daylight zones, in TOP900
series controllers and LumeStar 5.0 control management
system; embedded GPS support for TOP900 series wireless
controllers. For more information, call (888) 324-3566 or
visit www.echelon.com.

New Buddy Bushing from LineWise eliminates
cross arm attachment wear
The new Buddy
Bushing from
LineWise
increases the
lifespan and
strength of
the cross arm
attachment in
transmission lines.
The key to the
Buddy Bushing is
its unique twopart construction: an inner hub of 17-4 stainless steel, and
an outer hub of 416 stainless steel. These differing steel
hardnesses prevent galling between the surfaces, while the
Buddy Bushing’s unique design eliminates the sawing action
that previously caused insulator attachment holes to fail. It
can be installed on partially worn attachment holes to stop
failure, or placed in new construction to extend the life of an
arm. Third-party tests prove that not only does the Buddy

Bushing solve wear problems, but it also increases joint
strength by 25 percent. For more information, call (254)
757-1177 or visit www.diversifiedproduct.com.

collectiveGov fleet maintenance and asset
management software

The collectiveGov fleet and asset management
software system seamlessly brings together all of
your asset, maintenance, inspection, employee, and
inventory data into one easy-to-use solution. With input
from government fleet and asset managers, as well as our
experience in the industry, collectiveGov is tailored to the
needs of government fleet operations through a variety of
specialized reports, features, and screens to help solve their
unique challenges. For more information, call (800) 7507638, send e-mail to sales@collectivedata.com, or visit www.
collectivedata.com.

Free kit helps municipalities launch backyard
composting programs
Due to overflowing
landfills public works
professionals are
turning to backyard
composting programs
to reduce waste. The
GEOBIN® Compost
System can help.
Take advantage of our
Municipal Backyard
Composting Kit for
waste management
professionals. It
includes GEOBIN®
Compost Bin; the 1-2-3
Composting Guide
– shows municipalities how easy it is to set up a backyard
compost program; a Cost Savings Spreadsheet – determines
a municipality’s cost savings by establishing a program. Visit
www.geobin123.com or call 800-548-3424.

“Products in the News” continued on page 71
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2016 APWA North American Snow Conference
The Premier Event in Snow & Ice Management
May 22-25, 2016 | Connecticut Convention Center, Hartford, CT
Hosted by the APWA New England Chapter | www.apwa.net/snow
The 2016 Snow Conference in Hartford will bring together more than 1,500
snowfighters from every corner of the winter maintenance community. Public,
private, rural, metropolitan, domestic, international – they’re all sure to be
there at the Show for Snow! The 2016 Conference features an exhibit floor
packed with the newest equipment and products, quality education programs
and technical tours, and opportunities to exchange ideas with manufacturers,
distributors, consultants and other public works professionals. Its four days of
winter training and networking you can’t afford to miss out on!

don’t forget!

Plan to attend the popular
Winter Maintenance Supervisor
Certificate Workshop

Sunday, May 22, 2016

PROFESSIONAL DIRECTORY

Post Pulling
Made Easy!
• Fast, easy, safe
sign post pulling
• Lightweight,
powerful all
steel construction
• Increase efficiency
& reduce costs
• Pulls U channel,
square & round posts

SAFER STREETS
for WINTER TRAVEL

Construction Accessories, Inc.
937.429.9089 • Sales@JackJaw.com
www.jackjaw.com
Dealer Inquiries Welcome

CA Public Works 2.125x3 Ad_F.indd 1

3/15/12

• Brine Manufacturing
Systems
5:36 PM• Direct Application
Systems
• Overhead Spray
Systems
• Prewetting Systems
• Pump Transfer
Stations
800-458-5123

MYTH:
All fabric buildings are alike
The Legacy Advantage:
Tension Fabric | Rigid Steel Frames
Design-Build | EPC | Full Construction
Rapid Installation | Corrosion Resistant

legacy@legacybuildingsolutions.com
320-258-0500 | LegacyBuildingSolutions.com
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CULVERT REHAB
Dig and replace
has been replaced.

Easier. Faster. Safer.

1-800-CULVERT
www.gvminc.com

www.culvert-rehab.com

Energy • Commercial • Transportation • Water

Responsive People I Creative Solutions

Rugged. Reliable. RIGHT!
2015 APWA MID-ATLANTIC CHAPTER
CONSULTANT OF THE YEAR

A Nationwide Firm • Over 70 Offices Globally
www.kleinfelder.com

800-851-9664 www.bonnell.com

	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  

Full-Service Public Works Planning,
Design & Construction Engineering
www.rkk.com

John Bosman, AIA, ALA, LEED AP
888-206-2569
WWW.BESTGASMONITORS.COM

(847) 395-6800
Public Works
Construction Management Specialists

FREE	
  SHIPPING

COULD BE HERE

Please call Fox Associates
at (312) 644-3888
for complete details.

ejco.com or call 800 626 4653

Partnership cleans and recycles wastewater
OriginClear
and E3 Services
and Solutions,
LLC (E3) are
now offering
quick-response
disaster water
reclamation
services
for water
emergencies
ranging from stormwater flooding to algal blooms to local oil
contamination. The partnership is deploying OriginClear’s
low-energy and primarily chemical-free Electro Water
Separation process to clean and recycle wastewater. EWS
process uses fine-tuned electric pulses to clump wastewater
contaminants together and lift them to the surface for
removal. EWS cleans water efficiently, using as little as
0.500 kWh of energy per ton of treated water. As compared
to traditional approaches, where waste is transported to a
centralized treatment facility, OriginClear and E3 can treat
water onsite. Independent laboratories have confirmed
that EWS technology can remove up to 99 percent of oils,

	
  

YOUR AD

Innovative Access Solutions
Designed for ergonomics
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IN THE CONTINENTAL U.S.

(continued from page 68)

suspended solids and insoluble organics from wastewater—
solving a major headache for industrial businesses and
homeowners alike. For more information, visit www.
originclear.com.

Innovative Surface Solution’s ProMelt™ liquid
de-icers deliver solutions for all of your winter
road maintenance needs
ProMelt™ liquids
prevent the bond
formation between
snow and pavement
surfaces allowing
for easy removal
with plowing. Using the power of magnesium chloride,
ProMelt™ liquids are used by leading salt companies to
significantly improve the working temperature of salt and
accelerate the brining process for faster melting. ProMelt™
liquids are effective pre-wetting agents for salt and sand,
reducing bounce and scatter and decreasing the time needed
for salt to begin melting. They can be used to pre-wet treated
salt further enhancing melting performance. Visit www.
innovativecompany.com or call 1-800-387-5777.
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WORLD OF PUBLIC WORKS CALENDAR
UPCOMING APWA EVENTS

National Public Works Week: May 15-21, 2016
Always the third full week in May. For more information,
contact David Dancy at (800) 848-APWA or send e-mail to
ddancy@apwa.net.

PWX
2016		Aug. 28-31		
2017		Aug. 27-30		
2018		Aug. 26-29		

Minneapolis, MN
Orlando, FL
Kansas City, MO

For more information, contact Dana Priddy at
(800) 848-APWA or send e-mail to dpriddy@apwa.net.

OCTOBER 2015

North American Snow Conference
2016 May 22-25 Hartford, CT
2017 April 23-26 Des Moines, IA
For more information, contact Brenda Shaver at (800) 848APWA or send e-mail to bshaver@apwa.net.

DECEMBER 2015

1

Southeastern Wisconsin 2nd Annual Outdoor Public
Works/Parks/Building & Grounds Expo, Greenfield, WI,
danc@greenfieldwi.us

10

4-8

American Association of Port Authorities, 103rd Annual
AAPA Convention and Exposition, Miami, FL, www.
aapa-ports.org

15-17 Ground Water Expo & Annual Meeting, Las Vegas, NV,
www.ngwa.org

7-9

2015 WaterSmart Innovations Conference and Exposition,
Las Vegas, NV, www.watersmartinnovations.com

20-22 The Anti Graffiti Symposium, Ottawa, Ontario, www.
tagsconference.com
22

APWA Click, Listen & Learn, “Liquids Work in
Winter – the Proven Technology,” (800) 848-APWA,
www.apwa.net

NOVEMBER 2015
12

APWA Click, Listen & Learn, “The Urban Forestry
Role in Community Resilience,” (800) 848-APWA,
www.apwa.net

INDEX OF ADVERTISERS

APWA Click, Listen & Learn, “Investing in the
Future: Succession Planning,” (800) 848-APWA,
www.apwa.net

JANUARY 2016
21

APWA Click, Listen & Learn, “Liquids Work in
Winter – the Proven Technology,” (800) 848-APWA,
www.apwa.net

MARCH 2016
2-4

Work Truck Show 2016, Indianapolis, IN, www.ntea.com

APRIL 2016
11-13 National Clean Water Policy Forum, Washington, DC,
www.nacwa.org
17-20 American Council of Engineering Companies Annual
Convention, Washington, DC, www.acec.org

When you contact an advertiser regarding a product, please tell them you saw their ad
in the APWA Reporter. Thanks! – The Editor
Legend: IFC = Inside Front Cover; IBC = Inside Back Cover; BC = Back Cover

ACDelco, p. 9
www.acdelco.com

CTS Cement Manufacturing Corp., p. 19
www.ctscement.com

Precision Concrete Cutting, p. 70
www.SafeSidewalks.com

Billy Goat Industries, p. 31
www.billygoat.com

DOGIPOT, p. 45
www.DOGIPOT.com

RHOMAR Industries, Inc., p. 55
www.rhomar.com

Bonnell Industries, pp. 33, 71
www.bonnell.com

EJ, p. 71
www.ejco.com

Rummel, Klepper & Kahn LLP, p. 71
www.rkk.com

Camosy Construction, p. 71
www.camosy.com

GVM Snow Equipment, pp. 47, 70
www.gvminc.com

SDLG, p. 7
www.sdlgna.com

Cardno Inc., p. 37
www.cardno.com

Henke Manufacturing Corp., p. 35
www.henkemfg.com

SnapTite, p. 70
www.culvertrehab.com

Cargill, Inc., p. 17
www.cargilldeicing.com

Innovative Surface Solutions, p. 5
www.innovativecompany.com

Tippmann Industrial Products, p. BC
www.PropaneHammer.com

ClearSpan Fabric Structures, pp. 21, 70
www.ClearSpan.com/ADAPWA

K-Tech Specialty Coatings, Inc., p. 51
www.ktechcoatings.com

Trackless Vehicles LTD, p. 15
www.tracklessvehicles.com

Collective Data, p. IBC
www.collectivedata.com

Kleinfelder, p. 71
www.kleinfelder.com

Transpo Industries, Inc., p. 70
www.transpo.com/BondadeOffer.html

Commercial Vehicle Group, p. IFC
www.cvgrp.com

Legacy Building Solutions, p. 70
www.legacybuildingsolutions.com

Vaisala Inc., p. 41
www.vaisala.com

Construction Accessories, Inc., p. 70
www.constructionaccessories.com

McClellan Sales Inc., p. 71
www.mcsales.com

Volvo Construction Equipment, p. 25
www.volvoce.com/na
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Is Your Fleet Riding On
Old-School Software?
Stop settling with inflexible fleet management software that
fails to solve every challenge. Our modern, flexible software
removes limits and helps you accomplish your goals no matter
what lies ahead.

Visit collectivedata.com or
call 1-800-750-7638

Your Fleet. Driven.

Side Mount Adapter allows for Simple
Driving of U-Channel Posts

• Drive up to

75

g

Channel Posts
on 1 Tank

View more
information on the
side mount on
page 66
Products in
the News.

100% Self Contained
Post Driving
POWERED BY A STANDARD 14.1 OZ. TANK
• One button Fuel Injected operation.
•

It’s simple...Hit the button and the Post goes in the Ground!

The NEW Propane Hammer E.F.I. allows for EASY Sign Post Installation

NO Need To Adjust Pressure!

• Simple for 1 person to operate.
• Does not require an air compressor or
hydraulic unit. SELF CONTAINED
• Weighs under 43 lbs.

DRIVE
• U-Channel Posts
• Telespar® Posts
• T-Posts
• Etc.

View demonstration
videos online.
Call TOLL FREE
for a Free Brochure:
866-286-8046

YOU CAN ADD THE E.F.I. SYSTEM TO ANY
YELLOW PROPANE HAMMER.

Tippmann Industrial Products, Inc.

P r o p a n e H a m m e r. c o m

